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FOREWORD
This document, Volume III of the report on the Saturn In-Flight
Experimental Payload Study, contains that portion of the Technical
Report pertaining to the Computer Program Development and Methodology.
The study was conducted by the Fort Worth Division of General Dynamics
for the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center of the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration under Contract NAS8-20236. The study
was established by the Advanced Systems Office of NASA-MSFC as part
of an effort to provide for the orderly and economic utilization of
space vehicle hardware in the tasks devoted to, the accumulation of
scientific data.
The complete results of this study are documented in four volumes:
Volume I - Summary
Volume II - Technical Report: Design of In-Flight Experiments
Volume III - Technical Report_
and Methodology
Computer Program Development
Volume IV - Utilization Instructions.
This study was performed during the period beginning July 1965
and ending February 1966. The general guidelines of the study were
set forth by NASA-MSFC in RFQ DCN 1-5-23-00009-01 and RFQ DCN 1-5-23-
00010-01, and the Fort Worth Division has based the study effort on
these guidelines in order to obtain the results described herein.
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SECTION i
INTRODUCTION
i_i GENERAL
This document is Volume III of the report on the Saturn In-Flight
Experimental Payload Study. It contains that portion of the Technical
Report pertaining to Computer Program Development and Methodology. The
remaining portion of the Technical Report pertains to Design of In-
Flight Experiments and constitutes Volume II. The study was performed
by the Fort Worth Division of General Dynamics for the George C. Marshall
Space Flight Center.
By the utilization of the secondary payload capability of the
Saturn family of launch vehicles_ NASA can provide an efficient means
for conducting the large number of Earth-orbital experiments that has
been suggested by the scientific community. Since it is to be assumed
that the mission of each launch vehicle is designed to attain specific
objectives associated with the primary payload only, it is essential
that the in-flight experiments and the launch vehicle be properly
mated to provide for efficient utilization of the remaining mass and
volume capability of the launch vehicle and for the accomplishment of
a high percentage of the experiment data acquisition objectives.
Because of the combination of numerous vehicles with varying missions
and capabilities and a large number of experiments with varying require-
ments, the evaluation of the vehicle/experiment mating presents a signi-
ficant management problem. The basic objective of the Saturn In-Flight
Experimental Payload Study is to provide NASA with a management tool
in the form of a computer program which can be used to make a rapid
evaluation of numerous potentially attractive space experiments that
constitute possible secondary in-flight payloads for the Saturn family
of launch veh_61es.
1.2 APPROACH
To attain this overall study objective, two major study tasks
were specified: (i) an analysis of the physical characteristics of
sensors and associated equipments for use as possible experimental
payloads on Saturn-class vehicles and the mission effectiveness values
of these experiments as a function of the initial elements and/or
mission parameters of the deployed orbit and (2) the developmen_of
a computerized methodology for the technical evaluation and rating of
.these potential i_flight experimental payloads.
The technical approach used throughout the study is based on
the development of Program SEPTER _aturn Experimental Payload Technial
Evaluation and Rating). Two fundamental criteria are employed in
I
Program SEPTER to evaluate the experiments that are being considered
for possible inclusion on a Saturn flight: (i) physical compatibility
of the experiments with possible locations aboard the vehicle, and
(2) experiment/mission effectiveness. Experiment/mission effective-
ness is defined as the percent of the data acquisition objectives
which would be attained by including a particular experiment on a
given Saturn flight. The physical compatibility of an experiment
package with a vehicle location refers, in this study, not only to
mass/volume compatibility but also to compatibility with the thermal,
acoustic, vibration, and electromagnetic environments.
1.3 COMPUTER PROGRAM - SEPTER
The overall structure and the key concepts of Program SEPTER are
shown in Figure i-i. This program contains provisions for operating
in two basic modes. In the Mode I operation, the compatibility and
effectiveness of single experiments are determined. In the Mode II
operation, the arrangement configurations and compatibility of multiple
experiments are analyzed, and desirable arrangements are determined.
MODE B OPERATION
DETERMINATtON OF COMFATIIILITY AND
EFFECTIVENESS OF SINGLE EXPERIMENTS
• MISSION IDENTIFICATION
• LAUNCH VEHICLE/PRIMARY
PAYLOAD IDENTIFICATION
• EXPERIMENT IDENTIFICATION
• EXPERIMENT DEPLOYMENT
MODE
• ETC
I ICOMPAT"'L'TYIEFPECT,_NESSI
I LOETERMNATONIOET.MINAT,ONJ
• OVERALL GO/NO-GO COMPAT-
IllLITY
• DEGREE OF COMPATIIIILITY
OR INCOMPATIBILITY
-VOLUME/GEOMETRY
"ETC
• EXPERIMENT EFFECTIVENESS
• EXPERIMENT DATA FOR
MODE II
Computer Program - SEPTER
MISSION/VEHICLE/
PRIMARY PAY!.OAD
CHARACTERISTICS
• TRAJECTORY DEFIN-
ITION AS FUNCTION
OF TIME
• DEPLOYMENT OPPOR-
TUNITIES
• PAYLOAD MASS
• VOLUME/GEOMETRY
• ENVIRONMENT
•ETC
EXPERIMENTAL PAYLOAD .
CHARACTERISTICS
• EXPERIMENT EFFECT-
IVENESS AS FUNCTION
OF INITIAL ORBITAL
ELEMENTS
• MA._ S
• VOLUME/GEOMETRY
•ETC
MODE II OPERATION
ANALYSIS OF ARRANGEMENT CONFIGURATIONS
AND DETERMINATION OF COMPATIBILITY
OF MULTIPLE EXPERIMENTS
• MODE I OUTPUT DATA
• PREFERENTIAL ORDER OF
EXPERIMENT PLACEMENT
• ARBITRARY EXPERIMENT
PLACEMENT OVERRIDES
4..).
l I _ / PREDETERM,N,D
I I I I OPt,MUMARRANGEMENTI
ill L°FREMAIN'NO'XPER'MENTSl
J FOR EACH PREFERENTIAL ORDER
OF EXPERIMENT PLACEMENt
• PHYSICAL ARRANGEMENT
OF ACCEPTED EXPERIMENTS
• DIAGNOSTIC OF ATTEMPTED
ARRANGEMENTS INCLUDING
DEGREE OF COMPATIBILITY
OR INCOMPATIIIILITY OF
EACH ARRANGEMENT
Figure 1-1 SATURN _EXP-ERIMENTAL_PAYLOADTECHNICAL_EVALUATION AND RATING
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Data used in the single experiment or Mode I analysis consist of
mission, launch vehicle/primary payload, and experiment identifications
and associated information, such as experiment deployment mode, etco
These identifications will result in selections from the libraries of
the mission profile, the potential experimental payload locations
aboard the vehicle, and the experiments to be considered in the parti-
cular "mission_" The program is then used to compare the libraries
of mission/vehicle/primary payload characteristics and experiment
characteristics with these data and to determine the compat_ibility
and effectiveness of each individual experiment. The Mode I output
consists of a listing of the experiments, along with information on
their individual overall GO/NO-GO compatibility,_ degree of compati-
bility or incompatibility, and effectiveness.
After an examination of Mode I output, NASA management will estab-
lish the desired order in wh_dh the experiments are to be loaded aboard
the vehicle and formulate a preference listo
The data used in the multiple experiment or Mode II operation
consists of a preference list, a compatibility library from Mode I
output, problem control data, and library overrides. The Mode II out-
put is in the form of printed results in which the accepted experi-
mental payloads from the preference list and the cavities within which
they have been placed according to the predetermined and optimal arrange-
ment analyses are listed°
io 4 PROGRAM PLAN
The basic program plan shown in Figure 1-2 was developed by the
Fort Worth Division of General Dynamics in order to achieve the objec-
tives established for this study. The use of this approach permits
(i) an analysis of the physical characteristics and mission 6ensitivity
of experiments of in-flight payloads for Saturn-class vehicles and
(2) the determination of a computer methodology for the technical
evaluation and rating of these in-flight experimental payloads. The
technical plan is divided into the individual study areas associated
with the experiments-related task (Task I) and the computer method-
ology development task (Task II) o
The Task I studies were devoted to (i) a thorough definition of
the objectives, data acquisition requirements, and sensors for each
of a group of representative experiments; (2) establishment of the
physical characteristics of each individual experiment by synthesizing
self-contained experiment packages on the basis of sensor requirements;
(3) analysis of experiment effectiveness variations as a function of
experiment-deployment orbital elements; and (4) computer mechanization
of the computation of effectiveness values and physical characteristics.
INPUTS
CANDIDATE
EXPERIMENTS
FOR
SECO N DARY
PAYLOADS
Task !
Experiments
Task l"r
Methodology
SATURN IB
FLIGHT PROGRAM
DEFINITION
EXPERIMENT EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
EXPERIMENT
DEFINITION
EFFECTIVENESS SUPPORT PROGRAMS
ANALYSIS DEVELOPMENT FOR
OF EXPERIMENT/MISSION
INDIVIDUAL EFFECTIVENESS
EXPERIMENTS
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION
PHYSICAL SUPPORT PROGRAM
CHARACTERISTICS DEVELOPMENT FOR
OF INDIVIDUAL PAYLOAD
EXPERIMENTS SYNTHESIS
DEFINITION AND
ANALYSIS OF :
• MISSION
• LAUNCH VEHICLE
• PRIMARY PAYLOAD
CHARACT ERISTICS
FORMULATION OF
ANALYTICAL
REPRESENTATION
AND EVALUATION
TECHNIQUES
COMPUTER
PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT
OUTPUTS
• CATALOG OF PHYSICAL
CHARACTERISTICS AND
EFFECTIVENESS DATA FOR
CANDIDATE EXPERIMENTS
• SUPPORT PROGRAMS
FOR
EFFECTIVENESS
AND
PAYLOAD
SYNTHESIS
SEPTER
MODE [: DETERMINATION
OF COMPATIBILITY AND
EFFECTIVENESS OF SINGLE
EXPERIMENTS
MODE 1_: ANALYSIS OF
ARRANGEMENT CONFIGU-
RATIONS AND DETERMIN-
ATION OF COMPATIBILITY
OF MULTIPLE EXPERIMENTS
FigureI-2 BASIC PROGRAM PLAN
The Task II studies were devoted to (i) a definition and analysis
of the relevant mission, vehicle, and primary payload characteristics
of the vehicle configurations to be considered; (2) development of
analytical representations to be used in the computer program to evalu-
ate and rate single-experiment compatibility/effectiveness and to
analyze multiple arrangement/compatibility; and (3) formulation of the
computer program logic, the input and output data requirements and
formats, the library data formats, and the options and modes of oper-
ation which, when combined with the analytical representations, will
yield the operable computer program.
1.5 GUIDELINES AND GROUND RULES
A number of guidelines and ground rules were specified at the
beginning of the study in order to establish the overall study philos-
ophy and to limit the scope of the experiment and vehicle analyses.
The experiments considered in this study constitute secondary payloads
in that the missions on which these experiments may be flown have been
designed to attain specified objectives associated with the primary
payload. For example, the primary missions which were used in the
mission characteristics library of the computer program are the Saturn
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IB/Apollo flight test missions. The basic Apollo spacecraft (Command
Module, Service Module, and Lunar Excursion Module) is the primary
payload, and any additional experimental packages carried on these
flights would then be secondary payloads• Although other vehicle
configurations should eventually be included in the launch vehicle/
primary payload characteristics library, the Saturn IB/Apollo - includ-
ing the CommandModule, the Service Modules, and the Lunar Excurs-_on
Module - was chosen as the baseline configuration for this study°
The Fort Worth Division of General Dynamics acknowledges the
prerogative and responsibility of NASA to define and approve in-flight
experiments. However, in order to understand how the computer method-
ology may be affected by differences in (i) the physical characteristics
of experiment packages and vehicle cavity locations and (2) the require-
ments for.realistic examples of experiment effectiveness, it was neces-
sary for the Fort Worth Division to define a number of potentially
attractive in-flight experiments. In establishing configuration designs
for these experiment packages, primary emphasis was placed on self-
contained packages$ that is, consideration was not given to using the
support capabilities of on-board equipment or to the possibility of
sharing subsystems among experiments. The analysis of physical com-
patibility was basically performed by considering completely self-
contained packages; however,_certain vehicle-dependent packages, which
are self-contained packages exclusive of power and communications
subsystems, were also considered° The experiment packages were designed
to assure that they do not in any way interfere with the primary payload.
Futhermore, the package designs were based on the assumption that only
a minimum of astronaut participation will be allowed, i.e_, only to
effect off-on switching, film retrieval, etc.
1o6 SUMMARYOF MAJOR STUDYACCOMPLISHMENTS
The major tasks which have been accomplished as a result of this
study effort are summarized below.
• From the list of 85 experiments provided in NASA
Experiment Descriptions for Extended Apollo Earth-
Orbit Flights, 30 experiments were selected which
were representative of the list and were compatible
with the study ground rules. The following were
accomplished in the case of each of the 30 experiments:
a ® The physical characteristics of the experiment
sensors and the ancillary systems -- attitude
control, data automation, communications,
electric power, and thermal control -- were
defined.
b • The thermal, vibration, acoustic, and electro-
magnetic environmental requirements were
established•
C • Conceptual design drawings were prepared, and
the mass, volume, and geometry of the experi-
ment were determined.
d. The deployment requirements were defined•
e • Preliminary reliability, development schedule,
and cost analyses were performed•
• The pertinent mission characteristics (trajectory
parameters, sequence-of-events, and experimental pay-
load possible deployment modes) of a typical Saturn
IB/Apollo Earth-orbital mission were defined and
analyzed.
• A total of 53 cavities (potential payload locations)
were identified on the Saturn IB/Apollo vehicle• The
following were accomplished in the case of each of the
53 cavities:
a • Isometric drawings were prepared showing the cavity
shape and volume•
b. The mass capacity was determined•
C • The thermal, vibration, acoustic, and electro-
magnetic e_vironments were established•
d. The deployment capability was defined•
• A methodology was developed for describing experiment
and cavity volume/geometry by the use of standard
geometric shapes (sphere, cylinder, and parallelepiped).
Each experiment was represented by its total volume
and standard shape of its critical component• Each
cavity was defined by its total volume and by its
capacity to accommodate the standard shapes•
• A methodology for describing experiment effectiveness
as a function of the initial elements and/or mission
parameters of the deployed orbit was developed, and
parametric effectiveness analyses were performed on
example experiments.
•,
A computer program (SEPTER) was developed to evaluate
and rate in-flight experimental payloads. The overall
capabilities of this program are a result of the develop-
ment of some unique and simplified methodologies which
are reasonably accurate for the solution of generally
complex problems. These methodologies include the
following_
a • The simulation of experimental payload deployment
modes and the calculation of the orbital elements
and/or mission parameters for the deployed orbit.
b • The computation of experiment/mission effectiveness
as a function of the initial orbital elements of
the deployed orbit• A technique was developed in
which three types of effectiveness factor relation-
ships are utilized: (i) continuous function of
two variables, (2) step function of two variables,
and (3) continuous or step function of one variable•
Two interpolation techniques are available•
C The determination of the experimental payload-
mission/vehicle compatibility with numerous physical
and operational criteria. Areasonab%ysimple tech-
nique was developed for the determination of geometric
¢om_b_litv between arbitrarily shaded cavities
and experimental payloads represented by standard
shapes+
d • The determination of multiple experimental payload
arrangements aboard a vehicle• A technique was
developed which satisfies all constraints and can
be used directly to search for a non-unique "optimal"
arrangement•
A computer program (DESIGN) for determining limited physi-
cal characteristics of arbitray experiments was developed
as a support program for Program SEPTERo DESIGN replaces
the manual subsystem synthesis tasks of designing experi-
mental payloads and provides "first-pass" estimates of
mass and volume requirements.
EXTERNAL ANALYSIS
SECTION 2
DEF IIN I T I ON AND ANALY S I S
OF MI S S ION CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 GENERAL
A preliminary task in the overall development of Program SEPTER
was to define and analyze the pertinent mission characteristics of
individual Saturn missions. This task was required in order (i) tO
obtain representative data for the Mission/Vehicle/Primary Payload
Characteristics Library and (2) to formulate the progrom logic for
representative deployment modes and the calculation of mission param-
eters and orbital elements for any specified deployment mode and
deployment time.
2.2 SATURN MISSION TYPES
Initially, a survey of Saturn missions was made to determine
which mission types should be considered for definition and analysis.
The Saturn IB/Apollo vehicle/payload was used as the basic configu-
ration for the study, and missions compatible with this configuration
were sought. The Saturn IB flight program was investigated in parti-
r111_ Mission objectives and plans were obtained from Reference 2-1.
Nominal trajectory data were obtained from References 2-Z throug_ 2-6.
These early scheduled missions were found to include suborbital and
Earth-orbital types of missions and various payload configurations_
The missions that were found to be compatible with the Saturn
IB/Apollo configurations and development program are the Earth-orbital,
low-altitude, low-inclination type. Representative Daunch trajectory
data for this mission type were obtained from Reference 2-6. These
data are included in the Mission/Vehicle/Primary Payload Characteristics
library of Program SEPTERo
Other mission types, such as the suborbital missions, were investi-
gated for possible inclusion in the program. Although missions of this
type are not precluded by the program, their use fer in-flight experi-
mental payloads is considered to be limited because of factors such
/_as (i) short time duration of these missions and (2) mission and vehicle
physical constraints on experimental payload ejection.
2.3 PERTINENT MISSION CHARACTERISTICS
The mission characteristics that were_ifound to be pertinent to
the overall development of the computer program may be categorized as
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data of the following types: (i) trajectory parameters, (2) sequence-
of-events, and (3) experimental payload deployment opportunities/
constraints and possible modes.
2.3.1 Trajectory Parameters
Time histories of the trajectory parameters of a typical Saturn
IB/Apollo launch trajectory were obtained (for operational vehicle
SA-207) from the data given in Reference 2-6. Time histories of the
parameters which are used to define the Earth-relative position (lati-
tude, longitude, and altitude) of the vehicle and its inertial velocity
vector (veloctiy magnitude, flight path angle, and azimuth angle) are
given in Figure 2-1. These six position and velocity parameters com-
pletely specify the vehicle's orbital elements at a given time. They
are also used for the determination of the orbital elements of an
experimental payload for any deployment mode and deployment time.
2.3°2 Sequence-of-Events
Mission sequence-of-events data are required to identify (i)
experimental payload deployment opportunities/constraints and possible
modes and (2) physical environments to which the experiments are sub-
jected during various mission phases. The staging, jettisoning of
hardware, separation of the payload from the vehicle and the separation,
transposition, and docking maneuvers of payload components are typical
events which must be defined as a function of time in the mission.
Typical sequence-of-events prior to injection of the primary
payload are depicted along with the launch trajectory data in Figure
2-1. Data representative of the sequence-of-events subsequent to
primary payload injection into orbit are given in Table 2-1 for a
manned Apollo development mission. These data are approximate in
that scheduled mission data for the orbital phase were not available.
The data given in the table were formulated primarily to ensure the
compatibility of computer program logic with numerous possible orbital
maneuvers and to provide representative data for the Mission/Vehicle/
Primary Payload Characteristics Library.
2.3.3 ExperimentDeployment
Mission characteristics defined and analyzed for the computer
program were mission imposed deployment opportunities/constraints
and possible deployment modes as a function of time in the mission.
A secondary analysis was conducted to determine the effects of apply-
ing small propulsive velocity increments to the experimental payload
at deployment time (for experimental payloadswhich require ejection).
The objective of this analysis was to provide data to be used in estab-
lishing propulsion requirements with which to achieve experimental
payload orbits more compatible with data acquisition objectives, /thus
increasing experiment effectiveness.
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2.3.3.1 Deployment Modes During Primary Mission Launch
An analysis of a typical Saturn IB launch trajectory was conducted
in order to determine the modes of experimental payload deployment that
are feasible and their limits of application during launch into orbit
(up to primary payload injection).
In Figure 2-2, the variation and sensitivity characteristics of
some primary orbital elements along a typical low-altitude, low-
inclination orbital launch trajectory are shown as injection of the
primary payload into its orbit is approached. An experimental payload
physically but nonpropulsively separated from the vehicle would attain
the given orbital elements. In this example, the time during which an
experimental payload could be ejected and attain an individual orbit
is limited to approximately two seconds prior to injection of the
primary payload. The extreme sensitivity of perigee altitude to time
before injection indicates that this mode of deployment (ejection with-
out propulsion) is probably not desirable during the launch phase for
this type of mission. Factors other than trajectory parameters further
limit ejection during launch of the Saturn/Apollo configuration, e.g.,
physical separation from experimental payload locations defined in
this study are not accessible for ejection until after the separation
of vehicle/payload components.
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2o3_3.2 Deployment Modes During Primary Mission Orbital Coast
During the primary mission orbital coast phase, experimental pay-
loads may be deployed in various modes in order to achieve the maximum
data acquisition objectives° For many experiments, the orbit achieved
by the primary payload may be adequate for attainment of the majority
of data acquisition objectives of the experiments, i.e_, near maximum
experiment effectiveness can be achieved in the orbit of the primary
payload. Two basic modes of deployment are optional in this case,
depending upon the physical environment required for the experiment:
(i) the experimental payload remains fixed to the vehicle_ in the
location where it was placed prior to launch, or (2) the experimental
payload is physically separated from the vehicle by some mechanism,
e_go, a spring, which does not appreciably affect the orbital elements
at the time of deployment° (Subsequent to deployment, the orbital
elements of the vehicle and ejected experimental payload may differ
because of perturbative forces such as atmospheric drag.)
For some experiments, the orbit achieved by the primary payload
may be incompatible with the data acquisition objectives of the experi-
ment_ The logical mode of deployment in this case would be one in
which propulsion is applied to the experimental payload in order to
attain a more compatible orbit° A limited investigation was conducted
to illustrate the effects of applying small impulsive velocity incre-
ments (AV's) to an experimental payload at deployment.
2o3_3_2_i Effect of Example In-plane Deployment AV On Apogee ana
Perigee Al_i_des,_(at In_ect_ion of _P_fm_r_._Payload) .The
results of an investigation to determine the effects of propulsive deploy-
ment on apogee and perigee altitudes are shown in Figure 2-3. Impulsive
velocity increments (AV's) were assumed to be applied normal to the
injection velocity vector, in the plane of the orbit. The time of AV
application was assumed to be at the instant of injection of the primary
payload into its orbit. Injection conditions are those of the typical
launch trajectory given in Figure 2_io
It is noted that in this example AV application, an appreciable
decrease in perigee altitude and increase in apogee altitude can be
achieved with small &V'S (up to i00 m/sec).
2.3.3.2.2 Effect of Example In-plane and Out-of-plane Deployment
AV on Orbital Elements (after InOection of Primary
_. The results of the previous example deploy-
ment investigations have shown that deployment of an experimental pay-
load before or at ejection of the primary payload has limited appli-
cation or is physically impossible. In particular, in the case of
the payload cavities that have been defined for the example configu-
ration for the study _aturnIB/Apollo), deployment modes that require
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OF PRIMARY PAYLOAD
physical separation of the experimental payload from the vehicle must
occur after injection and actual separation of the LEM/CSM from the
SIVB LEM adapter.
In Figure 2-4, data are given to illustrate the major effects
of applying small AV's in each of the in-plane and out-of-plane
orthogonal directions (i.e., tangential, normal, and lateral). These
data are given for the reference elliptical orbit of the primary pay-
load. Since the initial orbit is elliptical, the effects of &V appli-
cation vary as a function of time after launch (position in the orbit).
As illustrated in the upper right diagram in Figure 2-4, the
tangential direction lies along the velocity vector, the normal
direction is perpendicular to the tangential direction and in the
plane of the orbit, and the lateral direction completes the right-
handed cartesian coordinate system.
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The major effects of applying small impulsive velocity increments
( N300 m/sec) are summarized as follows:
. Tangential AV affects the value of the semi-major axis
and the eccentricity of the orbit. Note that semi-major
axis changes are independent of the point of AV appli-
cation in the orbit (i.e., time of deployment). However,
eccentricity is a function of the time of deployment (for
an elliptical orbit).
• Normal AV affects the value of orbit eccentricity.
effect is a function of deployment time.
The
• Lateral AV affects the orbit inclination and the longi-
tude of the ascending node. The effects are dependent
on deployment time. Maximum change of inclination occurs
if the AV is applied at the nodes, and maximum nodal shift
occurs at the maximum latitude point• No inclination
change occurs if it is applied at the position of maximum
latitude, and no nodal shift occurs at the nodal point•
As the point of AV application is moved from the node
toward the maximum latitude point, there is less change
in the inclination and more change in the longitude of
the ascending node.
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SECTION 3
EXPERIMENT CAVITY
DESCRIPTION METHODOLOGY
3.1 GENERAL
The baseline configuration selected for use in this study is the
Saturn IB/Apollo with Command Module, Service Module, and Lunar Excur-
sion Module. Whenever information was available, the SA-207 configu-
ration was used in describing potential experiment locations. The
following general areas of this vehicle were investigated for use as
potential experiment locations_
Io LEM Adapter Fairing (Spacecraft LEM Adapter)
2. Instrument Unit
3. S-IVB Stage forward skirt
4. S-IVB Stage LH 2 tank
50 S-IVB Stage aft skirt
6o External pods.
Items 4 and 5 were eliminated from further consideration because
of their extreme environments (temperature, vibration, etc.) and their
limited mass and volume capabilities; item 6 was not considered further
because it was not compatible with the scope of the study. The areas
chosen for consideration in this study (LEM Adapter Fairing, Instrument
Unit, and S-IVB Stage forward skirt) contain nearly all of the avail-
able volume in that portion of the Saturn IB/Apollo vehicle that is
injected into Earth orbit. Furthermore, these areas provide the
capabilities (load carrying, deployment, accessibility, etc.) that are
required for the successful accomplishment of the majority of the in-
flight experiments.
In order tosimplifytheidentificationof the potential experiment
locations, the general areas under consideration were subdivided into
seven zones as shown in Figure 3-1. Each zone contains several indi-
vidual cavities which are potential locations for in-flight experiments.
A total of 53 cavities were defined, and each of these cavities was
described in terms of the following:
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__po Cavity Location
TENTIALOCATIONFOR
IN-FLIGHTEXPERIMENTS
ZONE 1
ZONE
ZO N E
ZONE 4
ZONE 5
ZONE 6m
ZONE
S-IVB STAGE
Satu r n I B/Apollo Configu ration
IU
LEM
LAUNCH
ESCAPE
SYSTEM
COMMAND
MODULE
SERVICE MODULE
ADAPTER
FAIRING zon e Location
I. SURROUNDINGSM ENGINE SKIRT
2, SURROUNDING LEM ASCENT STAGE
3. SURROUNDING LEM DESCENT STAGE
4. BETWEEN LEM LANDING LEGS
5. IU COLD PANELS
6. S-IVB FWD. SKIRT COLD PANELS
7. S-IVB, BELOW IU WORK PLATFORM
Figure3-1 IN-FLIGHT _PERIM_TCAVITYLOCATIONS
i. Volume/Geometry
2. Mass capacity
3. Deployment capabilitiy
4. Environment.
3.2 SELECTION AND IDENTIFICATION OF ZONES
The zone divisions which are shown in Figure 3-1 were apportioned
so that the cavities contained in each zone would be similar in terms
of location, accessibility, installation requirements, deployment
capability, and environment. The zones are numbered in sequence,
beginning with the zone nearest the Service Module and progressing aft
to the S-IVB stage. Separate zones are provided for the Instrument
Unit and S-IVB Stage cold panels.
The locations of the seven zones within the Saturn vehicle are
described briefly as follows:
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0
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Zone i is located within the LEM Adapter Fairing'(Spacecraft
LEM Adapter) and surrounds the Service Module engine nozzle•
It extends from the work platform around the upper portion
of the LEM Ascent Stage, Saturn IB/Apollo Station 1888, to
the intersection of the LEM Adapter Fairing and the Service
Module, Station 2035°
Zone 2 is located within the LEM Adapter Fairing and surrounds
the LEM Ascent Stage• It extehds from the work platform
between the LEM Ascent and Descent Stages, Station 1794, to
the lower face of Zone i, Station 1888.
Zone 3 is located within the LEM Adapter Fairing and surrounds
the LEM Descent Stage. It extends from the lower surface of
the LEM Descent Stage primary structure, Station 1722, to the
lower face of Zone 2, Station 1794o
Zone 4 is located within the LEM Adapter Fairing, the IU, and
the S-IVB forward skirt. It includes the area between the
LEM landing legs and around a portion of the LH 2 tank forward
dome_ Zone 4 extends from the lower surface of the S-IVB
work platform, Station 1633, to the lower face of Zone 3,
Station 1722o
Zone 5 is located on the Instrument Unit cold panels.
Zone 6 is located oh the S-IVB forward skirt cold panels.
Zone 7 is located within the S-IVB forward skirt below the
work platform. It extends from the lower edge of the skirt,
Station 1541, to the lower face of Zone 4, Station 1633.
3.3 SELECTION AND IDENTIFICATION OF CAVITIES
As previously mentioned, each of the seven zones of the vehicle
contains several individual cavities which are potential locations
for in-flight experiments. These cavity shapes were obtained by pro-
viding the following clearances from the Saturn IB/Apollo vehicle:
• A 6-inch clearance was allowed between each cavity and the
LEM, Service Module, S-IVB Tank, and all Work Platforms to
provide adequate space for installation and maintenance of
the experiment package•
• A 3-inch clearance was provided between each cavity and the
LEM Adapter Fairing to provide for experiment mounting
structure•
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3. Adequate clearance was provided for extraction of the LEM
from the Adapter Fairing during an orbital mission.
• Direct attachment to the cold panels in the Instrument Unit
and the S-IVB Stage forward skirt was assumed.
• Clearances from existing components on the cold panels were
per NASA report (Reference 3-1).
It is recognized that the cavities in Zones i, 2, and 3 may inter-
fere with the work space provided above the work platforms in the LEM
Adapter Fairing. However, it is felt that, by the use of proper
sequencing of the experiment installation, much of this space can be
made available for in-flight experiments. The work envelope for the
S-IVB Work Platform and the related Component Handling Equipment is
not obstructed by any of the cavities.
4-2 -'_
4-] --
III
__4-3
IV
4-4
I
As shown in Figure 3-2, the cavities in each zone are identified
as a separate dash number of
that zone. Cavities are num-
bered clockwise looking forward
on the vehicle with the numbers
beginning at position 1 which
is the down position in Earth
orbit. A drawing has been pre-
pared (Fig. 3-3) on which each
of the 53 cavities defined in
this study is identified and
located.
Figure 3-2 ZONE4 CAVITIES
An isometric drawing,
including dimensions and orien-
tation, was made for each of the
53 cavities. These drawings
are contained in Appendix A of
this volume. The V, R, and L
axes system is used in defining
the dimensions and orientations of the cavities. The V axis is gener-
ally parallel to the launch vehicle longitudinal axis, the R axis is
generally normal to the external contour of the vehicle, and the L
axis is 90 degrees to both the V and R axes.
3.4 VOLUME/GEOMETRY
The geometry of each cavity was described in terms of its capacity
to contain three standard geometrical shapes, the rectangular parallel-
epiped, the sphere, and the cyclinder. This approach is compatible with
the methods described in Section 4 for representing experiment geometry
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by the same standard shapes• Definition of the standard shapes capa-
city of the cavities was complicated by the fact that most of the
cavities contain tapers and contours. As shown in Figure 3-4, the
capacities were defined in the following manner:
EACH CAVITY DEFINED BY CAPACITY TO CONTAIN CERTAIN STANDARD GEOMETRICAL SHAPES
Parallelepiped }
.::ii]i_!i]i.. _ \
3-
_ Ov 10
__L-- V 23.5
R _'_ (MAX)
i I I I i
Sphere i
,_/ _/-_
MAX DIA
Cylinder F
\ R _,_t V
I "-'1"-':':':'._1"-'.':':'1":'
H=V H=L
/. -'1"..
, ,
-.. \ /
H=R
H:V H:R
H
Figure 3-4 CAVITY GEOMETRY
• The capacity to contain parallelepipeds was described by
curves in which the R dimension is a function of the L dimen-
sion for various values of V. The R, L, and V dimensions
are the dimensions along the R, L, and V axes previously
described• In Figure 3-4, several parallelepipeds are shown
contained within a typical cavity, and a curve is presented
to depict all possible variations of the R, L, and V dimen-
sions which can be contained within that cavity.
• The capacity to contain spheres was described by the maximum
diameter sphere that can be contained within a cavity.
• The capacity to contain cylinders was described by curves
for which the diameter D is a function of the length H for
each of three orientations: H parallel to the R axis, H
parallel to the L axis, and H parallel to the V axis. In
Figure 3-4, a cylinder is shown in a typical cavity in the
three orientations; the curve presented reflects possible
variations of H and D for the three orientations.
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A summary of the volume and geometry (standard shapes capacity) of
the 53 cavities is presented in Figure 3-5. The volumes range from
163,966 cubic inches for cavities i-i, 1-2, and 1-3 to 1800 cubic
inches for cavity 5-2.
3.5 MASS CAPACITY
The mass capacities shown in Figure 3-5 for cavities in Zones 4,
6, and 7 are based on values obtained from the Saturn IB Payload
Planner's Guide (Reference 3-2). The values of 2500 and i000 pounds
for Zones 4 and 7 respectively are predicated on a Mode I operation
in which only one experiment is located on the vehicle. These values
represent the total load-carrying capability of that particular vehicle
zone. For a Mode II operation in which multiple experiments are
located on the vehicle, the capability would be equal to the capability
of the zone less the mass of the experiments already_ocated in that
particular zone. The mass capacities of the cavities in Zone 6 are
based on the load-carrying capability of the individual cold panels
and are applicable to both Mode I and Mode II operations.
The mass capacities for Zone 5 were obtained from MSFC document
Preliminary Definition of Saturn Instrument Unit and S-IVB Support
Capability for Extended Apollo Earth-Orbit Experiments (Reference 3-1).
These capacities were also determined by the load-carrying capability
of the individual cold panels and are applicable to both Mode I and
Mode II.
In order to determine the mass capacity of cavities in Zones i,
2, and 3, an investigation was made to determine the critical design
conditions and the existing margins of safety for the LEM Adapter
Fairing (Spacecraft LEM Adapter). The majority of the data used in
the investigation were obtained from Apollo Spacecraft Structural
Analysis of the SLA (Reference 3-3).
The critical design conditions of the Fairing structure are
i. Maximum qa - the point of maximum body loads• It occurs
at room temperature•
2. End of first stage boost - the time of maximum temperature
• First stage separation - body tension loads produced by
this condition. It occurs at essentially the end of boost
temperature.
It was assumed that Saturn IB loading is approximately 65 to 85
percent of the Saturn V loading, and that the Block II LEM Adapter
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Fairings will be capable of Saturn V loading. Therefore, for the
purposes of this study, it was estimated that approximately I000 pounds
of secondary payloads can be carried on each quarter segment of the
fairing. This assumes that the method of mounting the experiment will
provide for correct distribution of the loads into the fairing. Because
the fairing is a redundant structure, a computer solution would be
required to determine the actual loadings after installation of an
experiment. The 1000-pound capacity represents the load-car_ying
capacity of each segment of the fairing and is predicated on a Made I
operation. For a Mode II operation the capacity of a cavity wo_;!d be
equal to i000 pounds less the mass of the experiment already loc:,_ed
on that particular adapter fairing segment.
3.6 DEPLOYMENT CAPABILITY
The "cavity deployment capability" refers to the ability of a
cavity to contain experiments that require exposure to vacuum, exten-
sion of an experiment component from the launch vehicle, separation
of the experimental payload from the launch vehicle, or separation of
a data recovery capsule. This capability is limited by the launch
vehicle configuration and the location of the cavity on the vehicle.
The minimum deployment capability shown in Figure 3-6, occurs prior to
----I Minimum Operational Capability,
|,
-_ r';r, t
P-- , - i, -/ ,-'
L i L -- I L I II I Ii--Ii, I
NO APOLLO PAYLOAD SEPARATION
----I Maximu m Operational Capability ]'-
COMPLETESEPARATIONOF APOLLO PAYLOAD
Figure 3-6 CAVITY DEPLOYMENTCAPABILITY
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separation of the Apollo payload. The maximum deployment is obtained
after complete separation of the Apollo payload. In Section 4 the
experiment deployment requirements are described by the following six
deployment modes:
Mode 0 - The experimental payload remains on the vehicle, requires
extension of only an antenna, and does not require expos-
ure to vacuum.
Mode i - The experiment remains on the vehicle, requires extension
of only an antenna, and requires exposure to vacuum.
Mode 2 - The experiment remains on the vehicle and requires exten-
sion of components other than antennas.
Mode 3 - The experimental payload is ejected from the vehicle,
and no payload propulsion is required.
Mode 4 - The experimental payload is ejected from the vehicle,
and payload propulsion is required.
Mode 5 - The experiment remains on the launch vehicle, but ejection
of one or more data recovery capsules is required.
The deployment capability of the cavities can be described by use
of these same modes. The experiment deployment modes that each cavity
is capable of containing are presented in Table 3-1. Also shown in
Table 3-1 are the possible directions in which an experimental payload
can be ejected from the various cavities. These directions are measured
from the particular cavity and are given in degrees up (Position III,
+ Z axis), down (I, -Z), left (IV, -Y), and right (II, + Y). All of
the deployment modes except Modes 0 and i are designed for use with the
vehicle configuration in which the Apollo payload has separated and the
LEM Adapter Fairings are in the open position.
3.7 ENVIRONMENTS
3.7.1 Thermal
The thermal environment associated with each cavity is defined
(Table 3-2) in terms of the maximum allowable rate of heat dissipation,
the maximum total short-period heat dissipation, and the time-space
averaged sink temperature. These parameters are dependent on the
mission phase, and a separate specification is required for each phase -
prelaunch, launch, and orbit. The temperature ranges shown in Table
3-2 represent variations of average values that are anticipated in
the cavities.
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TABLE3-1
CAVITY POSSI BLEDEPLOYMENTMODES AND DIRECTIONS
• DIRECTION MEASURED FROM VEHICLE • FOR MODE 4 DEPLOYMENT ONLY
+g UP, - DOWN +_ RIGHT, - LEFT
Cavity
No.
1-1
1-2
1-3
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6
2-7
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
3-6
3-7
3-8
4-1
4-2
4-3
4-4
Zones
5,6&7
Possible
Deployment
Modes
5, 4, 3, 2, ]
4, 3, 2, I
5, 4, 3, 2, 1
4, 3, 2, I
5, 4, 3, 2, I
4, 3, 2, I
4, 3, 2, I
5, 4, 3, 2, 1
5, 4, 3, 2, I
4, 3, 2, 1
4, 3, 2, I
4, 3, 2, 1
4, 3, 2, 1
4, 3, 2, I
4, 3, 2, I
4, 3, 2, I
4, 3, 2, I
4, 3, 2, I
4, 3, 2, I
4, 3, 2, I
4, 3, 2, I
4, 3, 2, I
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
Direction (Degrees)
0
1,0
+72 1/2 TO -72 I/2
--35 TO -81
+72 I/2 TO -72 1/2
+64 TO -35
+58 TO -58
+35 TO -64
+35 TO -64
+58 TO -62
+62 TO -58
+64 TO -35
4-53 TO +9
+47 TO +9
4,41 1/2 TO-41 1/2
-9 TO -47
-9 TO -54
-9 TO -47
+41 1/2 TO-41 1/2
4-47 TO +9
+41 TO 0
0 TO -41
0 TO -41
+41 TO 0
4,
+81 TO -35
+72 1/2 TO -72
+35 TO -81
+56 TO -49
4-70 1/2 TO -35
+56 TO -49
+49 1/2 TO
+35 TO
+35 TO
4-49 1/2 TO
+41 1/2 TO
+47 TO
+53 TO
+47 TO
+41 1/2 TO
-9 TO
-9 TO
-9 TO
_-41 TO
+41 TO
0 TO
0 TO
1/2
1/2
1/2
-56
-7o 1/2
-70 1/2
-56
-41 I/2
+9
+9
+9
-41 I/2
-47
-53
-47
0
0
-41
-41
TABLE3-2
CAVITY THERMALENVIRONMENT
Parameter
• MAX ALLOWABLE RATE OF HEAT
DISSIPATION - ALL CAVITIES
(BTU/HR)
• MAX TOTAL SHORT PERIOD HEAT
DISSIPATION - ALL CAVITIES
(BTU)
• TIME - SPACE AVERAGED TEMP
(°F)
CAVITIES I-I THRU I-3
2-I THRU 2-7
3-I, 3-3, 3-5, & 3-7
3-2, 3-4, 3-6, & 3-8
4-I THRU 4-4
5-I THRU 5-8
6-I THRU 6-5
7-I THRU 7-18
Mission Phase
Prelaunch Launch
200 100
17 17
35 - 75 170 -
35 - 75 200 -
35 - 75 180 -
35 - 75 190 -
35 - 75 25 -
35 - 75 15 -
35 - 75 15 -
35 - 75
230
240
220
230
65
55
55
140 - 180
Orbit
3OO
17
25 -65
-45 - 30
35 - 65.
30 - 65
25 - 65
-105 - 55
-105- 55
100 - 140
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The maximum allowable rate of heat dissipation for all cavities
varies from a maximum of 300 Btu per hour while in orbit to a minimum
of i00 Btu per hour during launch. The maximum total short period
heat dissipation for all cavities and all mission phases is 17 Btu.
The temperatures vary from -105°F in Zone 5 and 6 cavities during
orbit to +240°F in Zone 2 cavities during launch. These data are
based on a ground rule that precludes the use of cooling air and
equipment cold plates for control of heat dissipation from the experi-
ment packages. In this analysis, then, it was assumed that the cavities
contain no cold plate cooling or cooling air capacity.
3.7.2 Vibration and Acoustics
The vibration and acoustic environments associated with each
cavity were defined in terms of sinusoidal vibration levels and a
maximum overall sound pressure level as shown in Figure 3-7. The
actual values used in this definition were extracted from design
specifications contained in the Saturn IB Payload Planner's Guide
(Reference 3-2) and represent the maximum environments to which com-
ponents contained in these cavities would be subjected.
I ACOUSTICS - MAX OVERALL SOUND PRESS. LEVEL
ZONES 1 THRU 3 151.0db
ZONES 4 THRU 7 151.0db
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As shown in Figure 3-7, the vibration level assigned to
cavities in Zones i through 3 varies from 0.6-g at 20 cycles per
second to 15-g at 200 cycles per second. The level for cavities
in Zones 4 through 7 varies from 0.9-g at 20 cycles per second to
20-g at 400 cycles per second. The maximum overall sound pressure
level of all cavities is 151.0 decibels.
3.7.3 Electromagnetic
Electromagnetic compatibility can be defined as the ability
of each component in an integrated system to perform its design
function without interfering with the performance of the design
function of any other component in the system. The basic parameters
which determine if one component will interfere with the function
of another are
lJ Level and bandwidth of signal a component is capable of
emitting (transmitter signal)
2_ Level and bandwidth of signal to which a component is
capable of responding (receiver sensitivity)
3. Amount of isolation between components.
In order to limit the scope of this analysis it was necessary
to assume that no isolation exists between the various experiments
and that all cavities can be described by a vehicle electromagnetic
environment. This environment is defined by a narrowband transmitter
signal, a broadband transmitter signal, a narrowband receiver
sensitivity, and a broadband receiver sensitivity as shown in
Figure 3-8. The narrowband signal level and narrowband receiver
sensitivity were obtained from various reports and specifications
on the Saturn IB/V Instrument Unit. The broadband signal was
based on emission limits outlined in the electromagnetic inter-
ference control specification MIL-I-6181D, and the broadband
sensitivity was based on equipment functional test specifications.
These values were obtained by a preliminary analysis and should
be considered only as approximations made for the purpose of the
computer program development and checkout.
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SECTION 4
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
METHODOLOGY
4.1 GENERAL
The experiment characteristics that are required for the payload
characteristics library were developed in the experiment design effort
which is presented in Volume II. The essential experiment character-
istics that were Obtained from this effort are summarized in this
section. Those characteristics relating to experiment mass, deployment
requirement, thermal environment, and electromagnetic environment can
be used directly as inputs to the library° However, it was necessary
te develop a specialized methodology for representing experiment volume/
geometry and for providing vibration and acoustic mass penalties.
In the experiment design effort primary emphasis was placed on
self_eontained packages; that is, no consideration was given to the
support capability of on-board equipment or to the sharing of sub-
systems with other experiments. However, to obtain a broader spectrum
of data for use in the computer program checkout, the pertinent char-
aeteristics of certain vehicle-dependent experiments were also .formulated.
A vehicle-dependent experiment is defined as a self-contained experi-
ment exclusive of power and communications subsystems and is indicated
by an V'A" after the basic experiment number° The experiments that
were considered on both a self-contained and a vehicle-dependent basis
are those i0 experiments which remain aboard the launch vehicle and
are not ejected as separate satellites.
4.2 MASS
A summary of the masses of the self-contained and vehicle-dependent
experiments is presented in Table 4-1. For those experiments which are
ejected from the launch vehicle as separate satellites, two sets of
data are given. The total installed mass is the total experiment mass
installed on the launch vehicle. The total mass of separate satellite
is the total mass of the satellite after separation from theilaunch
vehicle.
4.3 VOLUME/GEOMETRY
J
To develop a method for representing experiment volume and geom-
etry itwas necessary to define two classes of experiments, fixed
geometry and amorphous geometry, as shown in Figure 4-1. The fixed
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TABLE4-1
EXPERIMENT MASS SUMMARY
Self-Conta ined Experiments
TOTAL TOTAL MASS TOTAL TOTAL MASS
EXPERIMENT INSTALLED OF SEPARATE EXPERIMENT INSTALLED OF SEPARATE
MASS (LBS) SATELLITE (LBS) MASS (LBS) SATELLITE (LBS)
SDT-I
SDT-2
SDT-3
SDT-4
SDT-5
MS-I
MS-2
MS-3
MS-4
MS-5
MI-I
MI-2
MI-3
MI-4
MI-5
1031
58
682
487
44O
795
103
154
173
135
1082
896
1434
798
2812
937
53
636
443
4OO
723
984
815
1310
730
2562
SLG-I
SLG-2
SLG-3
SLG-4
SLG-5
M-I
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
OEA-I
OEA-2
OEA-3
OEA-4
OEA-5
,I
Vehicle-Dependent Experiments
191
195
713
201
153
233
)65
205
135
230
308
312
378
401
69T
648
273
186
123
209
284
344
365
632
MS-2A
MS-3A
MS-4A
MS-5A
SLG-IA
5O
60
102
74
160
SLG-2A
SLG-4A
SLG-SA
M-2A
OEA-IA
86
167
69
119
121
Fixed Geometry Experiments
Finalized Designs
DEFINED BY:
• STANDARD SHAPE ENVELOPE
WHICH WILL CONTAIN THE
ENTIRE EXPERIMENT
I
SPHERE
Amorphous Geometry Experiments
ii I
Amendable To Numerous Design Concepts
DEFINED BY:
• MINIMUM PRACTICAL INSTALLATION
VOLUME &
• STANDARD SHAPE ENVELOPE
WHICH WILL CONTAIN THE
LARGEST UNDISTORTABLE
COMPONENT
Standard Shapes
CYLINDER RECTANGULAR
PARALLELEPIPED
Figure4-I EXPERIMENT SHAPE AND VOLUME REPRESENTATION
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geometry experiments are defined in terms of finalized designs whose
geometry cannot be modified. The amorphous-geometry experiments are
those in which the configuration is not fixed and which are amenable
to numerous design concepts.
4.3.1 Fixed Geometry
The shape and volume of the fixed-geometry experiments is repre-
sented by a standard shape envelope which will most efficiently contain
the entire experiment. The standard shapes selected for this represen-
tation are the sphere, the cylinder, and the rectangular parallelepiped.
The energetic particles explorer satellite, experiment SDT-5, is shown
in both the installed and the deployed configuration in Figure 4-2.
Fixed Experiments
I Ene_etic Particles Explorer]
/\ -,,\ _ I/_7,,:._ !;iiiiii,!,!ii',_ii>_ _ _o.o il!iiiiiiii!iiiii_iiiii__
"_,.N__ liiiiiiiiiii# i_11 I ®!!i!iiiiiiili_'
W _ DIA
DEPLOYED MINIMUM INSTALLED
VOLUME
DIA
STANDARD SHAPE
Figure 4-2 SHAPE AND VOLUMEREQUIREMENTS- FIXED EXPERIMENTS
This is a designed hardware item and, therefore, represents fixed
geometry. The shape and volume required for the installed configu-
ration can most efficiently be represented by a standard shape cylinder
which is 27.8 inches in diameter and 50.0 inches in length.
4.3.2 Amorphous Geometry
The shape of the amorphous-geometry experiments is represented
by the standard shape envelope which will contain the experiment
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critical component. The critical component is an envelope of such
size and shape that it will contain, in turn, each of the undistortable
components in the experiment package. The critical component, then,
can be either the largest undistortable component in the experiment
or a composite of several undistortable components. The standard
shapes used for this representation are the same as those used in
the fixed experiments - sphere, cylinder, and rectangular parallel-
epiped. The volume of the amorphous geometry experiments is repre-
sented by a minimum volume for practical installation. For the self-
contained experiments, this installation volume was obtained by
multiplying the basic component volume by the applicable packaging
factor. The packaging factor is the ratio of the installed volume
to the basic component volue. A summary of the volumes, critical
component sizes, and packaging factors for the representative experi-
ments is presented in Table 4-2.
An example of the shape and volume representation of an amorphous
geometry experiment is shown in Figure 4-3. The experiment, SLG-4,
Amorphous Experiments
EXPERIMENTSrC--4SEOREOAnONOF
IMMISCIBLELIQUIDSIN ZERO-G
_ V= I0,090 IN 3
MINIMUM
INSTALLATION VOLUME
,4--18 ".-41t.
DIA
CRITICAL
EXPERIMENT COMPONENT
T
27" 27"
±
DIA
CRITICAL COMPONENT
STANDARD SHAPE
Figure 4-3 SHAPE AND VOLUMEREQUIREMENTS- AMORPHOUS EXPERIMENTS
is composed of a group of components which can be arranged in a number
of ways and still provide for a functional experiment. One possible
arrangement is shown with the equipment mounted to the side of the
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TABLE 4-2
EXPERIMENT VOLUME SUMMARY
Self-Conta ined Experiments
BASIC
EXPERIMENT COMPONENT INSTALLED PACKAGING CRITICAL COMPONENT
VOLUME (IN 3) VOLUME (IN 3) FACTOR DIMENSIONS (IN)
SDT-I
SDT-2
SDT-3
SDT-4
SDT-5
MS-I
MS-2
MS-3
MS-4
MS-5
MI-I
MI-2
MI-3
MI-4
MI-5
SLG-I
SLG-2
SLG-3
SLG-4
SLG-5
M-I
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
OEA-I
OEA-2
OEA-3
OEA-4
OEA-5
50,900
2,504
25,803
22,465
46,200
1,827
2,809
4,344
3,350
31,670
21,000
98,000
27,110
200,903
7,338
3,450
43,950
4,720
5,130
7,427
3,218
3,500
4,117
4,299
7,333
7,700
6,838
8,818
12,456
122,000
3,689
72,900
47,595
30,349
73,500
2,988
3,750
5,500
4,650
81,200
39,468
13%000
79,083
469,800
13,500
7,862
102,993
10,090
7,100
17,400
6,916
8,700
13,696
8,757
11,600
19,600
17,512
22,140
31,870
2.40
I .47
2.83
2.12
1.59
1.64
1.33
1.27
1.39
2.56
1.88
1.42
2.92
2.34
1.84
2.28
2.34
2.14
1.38
2.34
2.15
2.49
3.33
2.04
I .58
2.55
2.56
2.51
2.56
30.0
6.0
21.0
20.0
27.8
36.0
10.0
3.0
4.0
8.3
44.0
30.0
12.0
15.0
44.0
18.0
17.0
33.5
18.0
10.0
14.0
16.0
7.0
20.0
8.0
5.0
13.5
5.0
18.0
15.0
x 30.0 x 24.0
x 6.0 x 36.0
DIA x 42.0
DIA x 48.0
DIA x 50.0
DIA x 48.0
x 12.0x 12.0
x 10.0 x 14.0
x 8.5 x 14.0
x 17.0 x 10.0
x 22.0x 31.0
x 15.0 x 20.0
x 60.0 x 80.0
DIA x 51.0
x 60.0 x 132.0
DIA x 25.0
x 11.0x 6.0
DIA x 42.0
DIA x 25.0
x 10.0 x 13.0
DIA x 18.5
x 8.0x 8.0
x 7.0 x 16.0
x 20.0 x 12.0
x 11.0x 16.0
x 11.0x 13.0
x 15.2x 21.0
x ll.0x 14.0
DIA x 25.0
DIA x 20.0
Vehicle-Dependent Experiments
MS-2A
MS-3A
MS-4A
MS-5A
SLG-IA
SLG-2A
SLG-4A
SLG-5A
M-2A
OEA-IA
972
1,229
2,998
2,004
6,914
1,620
4,220
3,760
2,488
4,294
1,594
1,635
3,807
2,786
12,722
3,694
9,031
5,226
5,349
6,785
I
I
I
.64
.33
.27
I .39
I .84
2.28
2.14
I .38
2.15
I .58
10.0 x 12.0 x 12.0
30.0 x 10.0 x 14.0
4.0x 8.5x 14.0
8.3 x 17.0 x 10.0
18.0 DIA x 25.0
17.0x 11.0x 6.0
18.0 DIA x 25.0
10.0 x 10.0 x 13.0
16.0x 8.0x 8.0
5.0x 11.0x 13.0
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data recovery capsule. The minimum-installation-volume arrangement
is shown with the equipment mounted above the data recovery capsule.
Even though the experiment is considered as an amorphous configuration,
there are some critical limiting dimensions to which the experiment
can be conformed. In this experiment, the critical component is the
data recovery capsule which is 18.0 inches in diameter and 27.0 inches
in length. The standard shape which will most efficiently represent
this critical component is a cylinder of the same dimensions.
4.4 DEPLOYMENT REQUIREMENT
During a mission, certain experiment requirements must be met
in order to ensure the success of any experiment. Of particular
interest in this study are those requirements that are contingent
on proper installation of the experiment relative to the launch vehicle.
These experiment requirements include exposure to vacuum, extension
of an experiment component from the launch vehicle, and separation
of a data recovery capsule. In order to fully describe these require-
ments for each experiment, six deployment modes, Mode 0 through Mode 5,
were defined as shown in Figure 4-4. The modes were devised so that
MODE 0
• EXPERIMENT REMAINS ON VEHICLE
• EXTENSION OF ANTENNAS ONLY
• NO EXPOSURE TO VACUUM
-------_, MODE3 _'_
• EXPERIMENT EJECTED PROM VEHICL E
• NO PROPULSION REQUIRED
"----t MODE1 I------
• E,<PERIMENT REMAINS ON VEHICLE
• =.KTENSION OF ANTENNAS ONLf'
• EXPOSURE TO VACUUM
• EXPERIMENT EJECTED FROM VEHICLE
• PROPULSION REQUIRED
MODE 2
• EXPERIMENT REMAINS ON VEHICLE
• EXTENSION OTHER THAN ANTENNAS
i ,
• EXPERIMENT REMAINS ON '/EHICLE
• SEPARATION OF RECOVERY CAPSULE
Figure 4-4 DEPLOYMENTMODE DEFINITION
it is necessary to use only one deployment mode to describe each
experiment. A list of the thirty experiments and their required
deployment modes is presented in Table 4-3.
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TABLE4-3
EXPERIMENT DEPLOYMENTMODES
Experiment
SDT-I
SDT-2
SDT-3
SDT-4
SDT-5
MS-I
Mode
3
4
3
3
4
3
Experiment
SLG-I &-IA
SLG-2 &-2A
SLG-3
SLG-4 &-4A
SLG-5 &-SA
M-I
MS-2 &-2A
MS-3 &-3A
MS-4 &-4A
MS-5 &-5A
MI-I
MI-2
MI-3
MI-4
MI-5
1
1
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
M-2 &-2A
M-3
M-4
M-5
OEA-I &-IA
OEA-2
OEA-3
OEA-4
OEA-5
Mode
5
0
3
5
0
3
0
3
3
3
2
3
4
3
3
4.5 ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
4.5.1 Therma i
The thermal environment for each of the experiments was defined
by three parameters:
i. Maximum and minimum allowable time-space averaged temperature
2. Heat dissipation rate
3. Total short period heat dissipation.
As shown in Table 4-4, these parameters were determined for each of
three mission phases: launch, prelaunch, and orbit. Since those
experiments that are ejected from the spacecraft must be compatible
with an orbital operational environment not associated with the space-
craft, no thermal compatibility checks will be made in the orbit
mission phase for ejected experiments. The time-space averaged temp-
eratures are the maximum and minimum temperatures to which the experi-
ment components can be subjected without causing malfunctions.
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TABLE 4-4
EXPERIMENT THERMAL ENV IRONMENT
Self-C0ntrained Experiments
Prelau nch Lau nch Orbit
EXPER-
IMENT TEMAX TEMIN _E QE TEMAX TEMIN B E QE TEMAX TEMINI _ QE
(OF) (OF) (BTU/HR) (BTU) (°F) (OF) (BTU/HR) (BTU) (°F) (OF) I(BTU_HR)(BTU))
SDT-I 100 0 0 0 250 0 0 0 EJECTED
SDT-2 100 0 0 0 250 0 0 0 EJECTED
SDT-3 80 35 0 0 250 35 0 0 EJECTED
SDT-4 80 0 0 0 250 0 0 0 EJECTED
SDT-5 100 0 0 0 250 0 0 0 EJECTED
MS-I 75 35 0 0 240 35 0 0 EJECTED
MS-2 75 14 27.3 N/A 260 0 27.3 N/A 65 -50 225
MS-3 75 14 27.3 N/A 240 0 27.3 N/A 65 -50 232
MS-4 75 14 27.3 N/A 250 0 27.3 N/A 65 -50 191
MS-5 75 14 27.3 N/A 250 0 27.3 N/A 65 -50 198
MI- I 80 30 0 0 300 30 0 0 EJECTED
MI-2 100 20 0 0 400 20 0 0 EJECTED
MI-3 100 0 0 0 400 0 0 0 EJECTED
MI-4 100 0 0 0 400 0 0 0 EJECTED
MI-5 90 10 0 0 400 10 0 0 EJECTED
SLG- I 90 20 0 0 250 20 0 0 0 -50 1970
SLG-2 212 32 0 0 350 32 0 0 75 0 150
SLG-3 75 14 0 0 300 0 0 0 EJECTED
SLG-4 75 35 0 0 250 35 0 0 65 20 392
SLG-5 75 14 0 0 250 0 0 0 75 -50 239
M-I 100 25 0 0 250 25 0 0 EJECTED
M-2 80 0 17.1 N/A 250 0 17.1 N/A 80 0 17.1
M-3 80 0 20 N/A 250 0 20 N/A EJECTED
M-4 85 0 3.5 N/A 200 0 3.5 N/A EJECTED
M-5 90 0 3.5 N/A 250 0 3.5 N/A EJECTED
OEA-I 75 25 0 0 250 25 0 0 60 -50 394
OEA-2 I00 0 0 0 200 0 0 0 EJ ECTED
OEA-3 80 35 0 0 250 35 0 0 EJECTED
OEA-4 75 35 0 0 250 35 0 0 EJ ECTED
OEA-5 100 0 0 0 250 0 0 0 EJECTED
Vehicle-Dependent Experiments
MS-2A 75 14 27.3 N/A 260 0 27.3 N/A 65 -50 202
MS-3A 75 14 27.3 N/A 240 0 27.3 N/A 65 -50 196
MS-4A 75 14 27.3 N/A 250 0 27.3 N/A 65 -50 181
MS-5A 75 14 27.3 N/A 250 0 27.3 N/A 65 -50 132
SL G- 1A 90 20 0 0 250 20 0 0 0 -50 1960
SLG-2A 212 32 0 0 350 32 0 0 75 0 112
SLG-4A 75 35 0 0 250 35 0 0 65 20 392
SLG-5A 75 14 0 0 250 0 0 0 75 -50 172
M-2A 80 0 17.1 N/A 250 0 17.1 N/A 80 0 14
OEA- 1A 75 25 0 0 250 25 0 0 60 -50 362
- TIME-SPACE AVERAGED SINK TEMPERATUREHEAT DISSIPATION RATE
QE - TOTAL SHORT-PERIOD HEAT DISSIPATION
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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4.5.2 Vibration
Because the experiment vibration tolerance is very difficult to
determine by analysis, the only meaningful vibration tolerance levels
are those levels to which the experiment components have been qualified
by testing. Two types of specification can be used in describing the
vibration tolerance: random and sinusoidal. Because many off-the-
shelf components have not been qualified to the random vibration speci-
fication, only sinusoidal vibration levels were considered in the com-
patibility checks. For the purposes of the computer program, a vibration
tolerance level which would apply to the majority of off-the-shelf
components was assigned to all experiments. This maximum sinusoidal
vibration level, shown in Figure 4-5, is per MIL-E-5272C, Procedure XII.
10
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Figure 4-5 EXPERIMENT VIBRATION TOLERANCE
If in the compatibility check the experiment tolerance level
were found to be below the environmental level this would result in
a no-go evaluation. However, it is reasonable to assume that most,
if not all, of the experiment components could be built to withstand
the environmental vibration levels by the addition of mass to provide
increased material gauges, isolation, stiffening, or damping. This
mass penalty can then be assigned to experiments to increase their
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tolerance to a level that is compatible with the environment. Essen-
tially, then, a mass penalty can be applied to change a NO-GO situation
into a GO situation.
Several assumptions have been made in the determination of a
technique to obtain this mass penalty. The launch environment is
of the greatest significance since it is by far the most severe.
It is assumed that the experiment components that are able to with-
stand the launch vibration will also be able to perform in the less
severe environment of space. The vibration amplitude that a given
material component can withstand is a measure of the component's
strength which is, in turn, proportional to its dimensions or its
mass. The amplitude of vibration tolerance is seen by the foregoing
to be proportional to the mass of the affected parts. The experiment
packages contain components of varying degrees of vibration failure
susceptibility. Some components by nature are not susceptible to
_Jibration, hence should not enter into the calculation of the mass
penalty for vibration tolerance deficiency. The structure of the
experiment package and mounting brackets is placed in this category
by the assumption that the detail structural design is adequate for
the expected environments.
The only available quantity which can be used as a measure of
the varying susceptibility of the remaining components is the density
(mass per unit volume) of the experiment package. Generally the
relative density of a component is a measure of its vibration tolerance.
The following equation, which was developed by a Sough dimensional
analysis, yields the mass penalty factor for an experiment:
AWv = _f_, x Dr x Wv
where Wv is the mass penalty for vibration tolerance deficiency in
pounds
gl _ is the vibratory acceleration amplitude of the assigned
vibration tolerance
Ag is the difference between the vibration acceleration ampli-
tude of the desired vibration tolerance and the assigned
vibration tolerance
Dr is a reference density (ib/in. 3)
De is the experiment density (ib/in. 3)
W v is the mass of the vibration susceptible components of the
experiment package.
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The penalty weight is sensitive to the choice of the reference
density (Dr). Unfortunately, its choice must be arbitrary at this
time. Reasoning that the percentage increase in weight required
should not exceed half of the percentage increase in vibration toler-
ance required, a value of half the density of the least dense experi-
ment of the current experiment list was chosen as the reference density.
The weight penalty for vibration tolerance deficiency, then, ranges
from a few pounds for the most dense experiment to a maximum of one-
half the percentage increase in g-level times the weight of the sensi-
tive components in the least dense experiment. Table 4-5 is a summary
of the mass of the vibration and noise susceptible components of the
reference experiments.
TABLE4-5
MASS SUMMARY Vl BRATIONINOISE SUSCEPTI BLECOMPONENTS
Self - Contained Experiments
Experiment
SDT-I
SDT-2
SDT-3
SDT-4
SDT-5
MS-I
MS-2
MS-3
MS-4
MS -5
Mass
(Lbs)
291
25
324
8O
71
68
63
91
60
Experiment
MI-1
MI-2
MI-3
MI-4
MI-5
SLG-1
SLG-2
SLG-3
SLG-4
SLG-5
Mass
(Lbs)
130
301
607
325
465
67
68
159
71
64
Experiment
M-I
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
OEA-I
OEA-2
OEA-3
OEA-4
OEA-5
Mass
(Lbs)
82
128
72
62
65
95
156
105
73
224
Vehicle - Dependent Experiments
MS-2A
MS-3A
MS-4A
MS-5A
50
60
102
74
SLG-1A
SLG-2A
SLG-4A
160
86
167
SLG-SA
M-2A
OEA-IA
69
119
121
4.5.3 Acoustics
The same difficulty is encountered in defining the acoustical
noise tolerance of the experiments as was encountered in defining
the vibration tolerance. The tolerance levels assigned to the experi-
ments can only be as high as the levels to which the experiment com-
ponents have been qualified by testing. Because off-the-shelf com-
ponents were used, whenever possible, in the experiment definitions,
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a maximum noise tolerance of 150 db overall was assigned to all experi-
ments. This value is per MIL Std 810 "Acoustical Test Method, Grade B."
If in the compatibility check, the experiment noise tolerance
was less than the environmental level, it would be necessary to apply
a mass penalty factor, as was done with vibration incompatibility, to
change the NO-GOevaluation to a GO evaluation. The same general
reasoning that was used for the relationship of Vibration tolerance,
the launch environment, and the experiment characteristics can be used
for the noise problem. The environmental change factor, however,
must be stated in terms of sound pressure levels rather than g levels.
The susceptibility index or experiment mass factor and the weight of
the sensitive components, Table 4-5, remain the same. The weight
penalty estimate for noise tolerance deficiency can be written:
A SPL Dr
Wn - SPL1 - 140 db x _e x Wn
Where_
&SPL is the d£fference between the_.desired noise tolerance and
the assigned noise tolerance
SPL1 is the sound pressure level of the assigned noise tolerance
140 db is the threshold of acoustic noise damage
D___r is unchanged from the vibration problem
De
Wn is the weight of the noise susceptible components.
The techniques that improve noise tolerance usually improve
vibration tolerance and vice versa. However, since the range of
frequencies associated with each are different, the mass used in
solving either a vibration or an acoustic problem can not be consid-
ered as solving the other also.
4.5.4 Electromagnetic
Electromagnetic compatibility can be defined as the ability of
each component in an integrated system to perform its design function
without interfering with the performance of the design function of
any other component in the system. The basic parameters which deter-
mine if one component will interfere with the function of another are
eneumerated below:
, Level and bandwidth of signal which a component is capable
of emitting (transmitter signal)
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• Level and bandwidth of signal to which a component is capable
of responding (receiver sensitivity)
• "Coincident time interval" or the occurrence of simultaneous
operation of components whose parameters, (i) and (2) above,
overlap
4. Amount of isolation between components.
To provide for an electromagnetic compatibility check between
the experiments and the launch vehicle, the emission spectrum and the
receiver sensitivity were defined for the selected experiments.
Because of the isolation provided by the distance between the ejected
experiments and the launch vehicle, only the ten experiments that
remain aboard the launch vehicle were analyzed for the electromagnetic
compatibility parameters. As shown in Figure 4-6 and Table 4-6, each
experiment is described by a narrowband transmitter signal, a broad-
band transmitter signal, a narrowband receiver sensitivity, and a
broadband receiver sensitivity.
Experiment Signal
_ BROADBAND'I
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e_ I I I i ll I I I II I;; I I I I
,,>,e I I [ I [ I I I I I I IW I I I I
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o_-:_0-_ __o_:__ ___ __ _ ; __.
_, NARROWBAND'I I I I I I I I I I I I I
Z _ -6(; BROADBAND //I & //2--
Experiment Sensitivity
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Figure 4-6 EXPERIMENT ELECTROMAGNETICENVIRONMENT
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TABLE4-6
EXPERIMENTALELECTROMAGNETICENVIRONMENT
Appl icable
Curves
Experiments
NARROWBAND
SIGNAL #1
NARROWBAND
SIGNAL #2
BROADBAND
SIGNAL #1
BROADBAND
SIGNAL #2
NARROWBAND
SENSITIVITY
BROADBAND
SENSITIVITY
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SECTION 5
E_X P E R I M E N T / MII S S I 0 N
EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
5. i EXTERNAL ANALYSIS APPROACH
Experiment effectiveness is defined as the percent of accomplish-
ment of data acquisition objectives. For the type of experimental pay-
loads considered in this study (i.e., specified components), effective-
ness is primarily a function of the initial elements and other parameters
of the deployed orbit (experiment/mission effectivensss). Other factors
(e.g., payload location, angular rates, reliability, etc.) are recognized
as potentially significant, but generally secondary, influences. The
determination of experiment effectiveness as a function of the initial
orbital elements and mission parameters is accomplished by the use of
methods (including auxiliary computer procedures) which are not included
in Program SEPTERo
5.1.1 Data Acquisition Objectives
Each experiment is analyzed in order to define the data acquisi-
tion objectives. Basic effectiveness definitions are formulated as
functions of the parameters which affect experiment effectiveness.
The basic effectiveness parameters are, in general, not restricted to
orbital or mission parameters. Environmental parameters, for example,
may directly affect the data acquisition objectives. In this case,
experiment effectiveness must first be expressed in terms of these
parameters which are in turn related to the initial orbital elements
and/or mission parameters.
The accomplishment of the complete data acquisition objectives
of a scientific program may require more than a single flight of
the experiment. In this case, the maximum effectiveness attainable
for one flight of the experiment will be less than i00 percent even
if an optimum orbit is flown.
5.1.2 Trajectory/Mission Analysis
Experiment effectiveness is computed in Program SEPTER by multi-
plying effectiveness factors which are functions of one or more of
the orhital elements and/or mission parameters listed in Table 5-1.
Effectiveness factor functions are derived from the basic effective-
ness definitions after trajectory/mission analyses have been performed
to establish the effectiveness relationships. For some experiments,
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VARIABLE
IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
Ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
TABLE 5-1
ORBITAL ELEMENTSAND MISSION PARAMETERS
VARIABLE
Semi-major Axis
Eccentricity
Inclination
Argument of Perigee
True Anomaly
Time of Perigee Passage
Perigee Latitude
Period
Apogee Altitude
Perigee Altitude
Apogee/Perigee Altitude Ratio
Longitude of Nodal Passage
Time of Nodal Passage
Inclination to Terminator
Solar Declination
Launch Month
Launch Year
Julian Date of Launch
Duration of Primary Mission
Launch Time
UNITS
km
m
deg
deg
deg
sec
deg
see
km
km
m
deg
sec
deg
deg
days
hrs
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the experimenter and the mission analyst may have to perform a rather
extensive analysis in order to arrive at meaningful effectiveness
relationships.
The trajectory/mission data necessary to relate the experiment
effectiveness to the initial orbital elements and/or mission parameters
are generated by the use of auxiliary computer procedures. Efficient
computation of atmospheric perturbations is essential for the analysis
Of orbital decay effects. Analytical approximation formulae such as
those of King Hele (Reference 5-1) are adequate for predicting orbital
lifetimes greater than a few days.
5.2 EXAMPLEEFFECTIVENESSANALYSES
The data acquisition objectives, the flight regime, and the oper-
ational aspects of each of the 30 selected experiments were analyzed
to identify the orbital elements and mission parameters which influence
experiment effectiveness. As a result of this analysis, the 20 vari-
ables listed in Table 5-1 were selected for use in computing experiment
effectiveness in Program SEPTER. The important flight regimes and
operations characteristics of representative experiments (one from each
of the six experiment categories) are summarized in Table 5-2. Experi-
ment effectiveness of each experiment can be expressed as a function
of the initial orbital elements and/or mission parameters shown in
the last column.
Effectiveness analyses were conducted for 20 selected experiments
for the purpose of developing an external analysis approach and illu-
strating representative effectiveness relationships. Basic effective-
ness definitions and final effectiveness relationships for these
experiments are contained in Appendix B.
The extent and complexity of the required analyses were found to
vary considerably between the various candidate experiments. In order
to demonstrate this variation and to illustrate the actual analyses
which must be performed to obtain effectiveness data, the analyses
for the six representative experiments listed in Table 5-2 are pre-
sented on the following pages.
The experiment design orbit is defined as the initial orbit which
yields maximum effectiveness. In some cases, the experiment effective-
ness of the design orbit is less than i00 percent. This implies that
no single orbit can be used to attain all the data acquisition objec-
tives of the scientific program. In other experiments, 100 percent
effectiveness may be readily obtained in more than one orbit.
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Finally, the effectiveness data are prepared for inclusion in the
effectiveness segment of the Experimental Payload Characteristics
Library.
5.2.1 Category I Experiments - Systems
Development and Testing
Category I experiments involve the development and testing of
advanced subsystems, techniques, and processes for the support of
future space operations. Orbital elements and mission parameters
important to the successful accomplishment of the data acquisition
objectives of each experiment of Category I are included in the
following:
i. Perigee altitude
2. Apogee/perigee altitude ratio
3. Inclination to the equatorial plane
4. Inclination t_ the terminator plane.
Experiment SDT-2 is deployed from the vehicle with a propulsive
AV (Deployment Mode 4); SDT-3 and SDT-4 are deployed without propul-
sive AV (Deployment Mode 3). Experiment SDT-5, a "fixed-design" experi-
ment, is deployed without propulsive _V into a parking orbit prior to
the initiation of a three-impulse transfer maneuver into a high alti-
tude, elliptic orbit_ This deployment requirement corresponds to a
Mode 4 deployment (i.e., the orbit of the experiment is modified from
the launch vehicle orbit by a propulsive AV). Since effectiveness is
more conveniently defined in terms of the orbital elements of the
parking orbit, a Deployment Mode 3 was assumed for effectiveness com-
putation. Experiments SDT-I, SDT-3, and SDT-4 are attitude controlled.
Experiment SDT-4, "Cryogenic Propellant Storage System Perfor-
mance" is a typical representative of the experiments in Category I.
The objectives of experiment SDT-4 are to (i) evaluate the performance
of certain thermal protection systems, (2) determine the degree of
propellant stratification, and (3) evaluate the performance of an
ullage orientation system for the reduction of propellant stratification.
The effectiveness of SDT-4 is dependent upon four parameters:
(i) useful orbital lifetime, (2) mean drag acceleration of the initial
orbit, (3) change in mean drag acceleration over the mission duration,
and (4) initial inclination to the terminator. The first three param-
eters are determined by the atmospheric decay of orbit altitude and can
be expressed in terms of the initial perigee and apogee altitude.
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Thus, the experiment effectiveness can be defined in terms of the ini-
tial perigee altitude, the initial apogee/perigee altitude ratio, and
the initial inclination of the orbit to the terminator plane.
Experiment effectiveness can be expressed as the product of the
timing factor Et, the initial mean acceleration factor Ea, the mean
acceleration change factor EAa, and the inclination to terminator
factor EF2. The basic effectiveness factor relationships (Fig. 5-1)
were established by the experimenter after an analysis of the effects
of mission duration and drag acceleration on experiment effectiveness.
SDT-4, CRYOGENIC PROPELLANT STORAGE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
I Orbital Decay Data I
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Figure 5-1 EXAMPLE EXPERIMENT EFFECTIVENESSANALYS IS SDT-4
5.2.2 Category II Experiments -
Materials and Structures
The objectives of the Category II experiments are the test and
evaluation of materials and structures which are exposed to the space
environment. Orbital elements and mission parameters important to
the successful accomplishment of the data acquisition objectives of
Category II experiments include the following:
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i. Perigee altitude
2. Apogee/perigee altitude ratio
3. Inclination to terminator (MS-I only).
With the exception of MS-I, all experiments in this category are
retained on the launch vehicle in a space environment (Deployment
Mode i or 2). Experiment MS-I is deployed from the vehicle without
propulsive AV and is attitude controlled to maintain a solar orientation.
An illustration of one of the more complex analyses required to
obtain effectiveness relationships is provided by an examination of
Experiment MS-3, "Vaporization Rate of Molten Metals." The data acqui-
sition objective set for this experiment is to determine the vaporization
characteristics of various molten metals in near-Earth orbits. The
data accumulated will be used to verify the predicted (calculated from
theory) vaporization rates of metals in a very low atmospheric pressure
environment. To obtain i00 percent effectiveness, the experimenter
specified that the atmospheric pressure was not to exceed 10 -7 milli-
meters of Hg for the duration of the experiment (29 hours). The basic
effectiveness variables are, therefore, atmosphereic pressure and time°
To accomplish the data acquisition objective, the experimenter
planned 18 vaporization tests, using nine selected materials. Each
material was rated on the basis of the scientific and practical value
of the data it could yield. In the experiment plan of Figure 5-2,
ratings A, B, C, etc., designate decreasing yields. On the basis of
this rating and the predicted vaporization rates, the individual
experiments were then scheduled in such a way that the amount and
value of test data would decrease with time. The experiment schedule
is partially illustrated in Figure 5-2.
Utilizing the experiment schedule, the experimenter subjectively
evaluated the data yield as a function of experiment duration to
arrive at a "timing effectiveness u function Et(t ) as shown in the
upper right graph of Figure 5-2. The timing effectiveness factor
E t is an index to the amount and value of the test data accumulated
at any time in the experiment. The experimenter also assigned alti-
tude "weighting factors," fh, to each of several blocks of tests, as
shown in the listing at the extreme right in Figure 5-2. These factors
were used for computing the "effective" altitude (as defined in Figure
5-3) of each block of tests. In the case of short tests, which would
occur near apogee, the factor is nearly 1.0; consequently, the effec-
tive altitude is weighted toward the average apogee altitude.
Because of the time variance of altitude and, therefore, atmo-
spheric pressure, the concept of effective altitude was introduced
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to simplify the experiment effectiveness analysis. For a given test,
the effective altitude was determined by adding the weighted average
of the difference between the perigee and apogee altitudes to the
average perigee altitude (see equation in Figure 5-3). The weighting
factor fh in the equation was derived subjectively by the experimenter.
In the example experiment, significant decay of perigee and apogee
altitude occurred during the experiment. Therefore, the tests were
divided into blocks, and the effective altitude was determined for
each block. After the effective altitude was determined, the altitude
effectiveness factor Eh was defined subjectively as a function of the
calculated effective altitude. This relationship is given in the
lower left graph in Figure 5-3.
A sample analysis of an orbit with an initial perigee altitude
of 185 kilometers (i00 nautical miles) and an initial apogee/perigee
altitude ratio of 1o2 is shown in Figure 5-3. The experiment was
divided into seven test blocks, and the effective altitude was computed
for each block. From the altitude effectiveness curve, Eh was deter-
mined and tabulated for each test block. From the tabulated data in
Figure 5-3, it can be seen that the altitude effectiveness decreases
rapidly after test 16 and becomes zero in the last test_ The pro-
cedure illustrated in Figure 5-3 was repeated for a matrix of initial
perigee altitudes and apogee/perigee altitude ratios to complete this
portion of the analysis.
The final step in this example analysis was to compute the experi-
ment effectiveness from the timing and altitude effectiveness factors,
E t and Eho This computation was done by multiplying the sum of the
product (AE t ..Eh) by an eccentricity factor fe. The quantity AE t
is the change in E t over the duration of the test block, and Eh is
the altitude effectiveness of the test block. The eccentricity factors
were used to adjust the effectiveness relationship for a slight degra-
dation of the data caused by the altitude variation that results from
orbital eccentricity.
Experiment effectiveness is shown in Figure 5-4 as a function
of the initial orbital elements (i.e., perigee altitude, and apogee/
perigee altitude ratio). These are the data that are required for
the effectiveness segment of the Experimental Payload Characteristics
Library.
The design orbit for the example experiment is an initially
circular orbit at an altitude of 333 kilometers (180 nautical miles).
In this case, the maximum effectiveness for the design orbit is i00
percent. Because of the eccentricity factor, i00 percent effective-
ness can be achievedronly in circular orbits.
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Figure 5-4 EFFECTIVENESSAS A FUNCTION OF INITIAL ORBITAL ELEMENTS
5.2.3 Category III Experiments - Multispectral
Imagery of the Earth and Orbiting Objects
Category III experiments involve the collection of multispectral
data of selected areas of the Earth's surface to permit the analysis
of geographic and geologic features, agricultural and economic resources,
and meteorological and oceanographic conditions. Orbital elements and
mission parameters important to the successfull accomplishment of the
data acquisition objectives of Category III experiments include the
following:
i. Perigee altitude
2. Apogee/perigee altitude ratio
3. Inclination to equatorial plane
4. Inclination to terminator
5. Perigee latitude
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6. Declination of sun
7. Julian date (MI-5 only)
All selected experiments in this category are deployed from the launch
vehicle without propulsive AV (Deployment Mode 3) and are attitude
controlled to provide Earth orientation.
Experiment MI-I, "Multispectral Surveillance of Earth," is typical
of the experiments in Category III. The data acquisition objective
of MI-I is to obtain simultaneously a set of aerial photographs and
spectral radiometric data (in various bands of the visible and infrared
spectrum) of selected areas of the Earth's surface. The data will be
returned to Earth via data recovery capsules.
Prior to flight a number of target areas which are accessible
to ground inspection will be selected. Since areas in the United
States will be of particular interest because of their accessibility,
most of the data runs will be performed over the United States.
Experiment effectiveness of MI-I is primarily a function of seven
parameters: (i) experiment duration, (2) perigee altitude, (3) perigee
latitude, (4) apogee/perigee altitude ratio, (5) inclination to
equatorial plane, (6) solar declination, and (7) inclination to the
terminator.
The "timing effectiveness" function Et(t ) is shown in Figure 5-5.
The timing effectiveness factor Et is an index to the amount and value
of test data accumulated at any time in the duration of the experiment.
Since experiment duration can be expressed as a function of the initial
values of perigee altitude and apogee/perigee altitude ratio, the timing
Et can likewise be expressed in terms of these orbital elements.
The experimenter specified that over land areas data runs should
be performed at low altitude (167 km for 100% effectiveness) and that
altitudes above 370 km would not be acceptable. An altitude effective-
ness factor Eh was defined _o evaluate the degradation of the data due
to excessive altitude. The factor Eh is shown in Figure 5-5 as a
function of perigee altitude and apogee/perigee altitude ratio.
The importance of the inclination of the orbit to the equatorial
plane will depend to a large extent on the areas selected for obser-
vation. Inclinations greater than 48 degrees (or less than 132 degrees)
afford complete coverage of the United States and are defined as
having an inclination factor Ei equal to 1.0. Inclinations outside
this region have lower values of Ei as shown in Figure 5-5.
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Figure 5-5 EXAMPLEEXPERIMENT EFFECTIVENESSANALYS IS MI-1
The primary sensors (photographic cameras) require daylight
illumination. The illumination angle at any point on the ground
track can be determined from the inclination to the terminator by
the relationship
cos @ = cos O sin IT
where @ is the zenith angle of the sun at the point, IT is the incli-
nation to the terminator, and 0 is the central angle defined in
Figure 5-5. Since the experimenter specified that zenith angles
greater than 60 degrees were unacceptable, the fraction of the ground
track which is properly illuminated is given by
-i cos _/31 2_
F ....20 i cos l -- _ IT _
2_ _ sin IT . 3
The illumination factor El, defined as F/Fmax, is shown in Figure 5-5
as a function of inclination to the terminator, I T • Because of the
importance of observations over the United States, a slight degra-
dation of effectiveness occurs for eccentric orbits when the latitude
of perigee is less than 23 degrees or greater than 48 degrees.
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This effect becomes more pronounced with eccentricity (i.e., apogee/
perigee _rafio_) and is accounted for by subjectively defining a perigee
latitude factor E_ shown in Figure 5r5. Similar%y, the declination of
the sun will have some influence on the illumination angle for targets
located in the United States and is accounted for by a solar declination
factor given by
ESs = 0.95 + 0.00213 8s.
The experiment effectiveness data are loaded into the effectiveness
array of the Experimental Payload Characteristics Library in six
tables. Effectiveness is then computed in SEPTER by multiplication
of the six factors:
E = E t • Eh Ei E_ • E 1 . ESs.
The design orbit for EKperiment MI-I is a circular orbit with an
initial inclination to the equator greater than 48 degrees and an
initial inclination to the terminator of 90 degrees.
5.2.4 Category IV Experiments -
Solid/Liquid/Gas Behavior
Category IV experiments are designed to provide data on the
behavior and characteristics of liquids, solids and gases in zero-g
environment. With the exception of experiment SLG-3 the experiments i_
in this category require only a low acceleration environment for the
duration of the experiment to accomplish all data acquisition objec-
tives. Experiment SLG-3 requires, in addition, continuous exposure
to direct sunlight (twilight orbit) to achieve i00 percent effective-
ness. The orbital elements and mission parameters which influence
the effectiveness of experiments in Category IV include the following:
i. Perigee altitude
2. Apogee/perigee altitude ratio
3. Inclination to the terminator (SLG-3 only).
All experiments in this category are retained on the launch
vehicle except Experiment SLG-3 which is deployed without propulsive
AV (Deployment Mode 3). In Experiments SLG-I and SLG-4, a data cap-
sule is ejected after completion of the experiment (Deployment Mode 5).
Experiment SLG-3 is attitude-controlled to maintain a solar orientation
duringthe experiment and to orient the experiment vehicle for data
capsule ejection at the completion of the experiment.
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Experiment SLG-2, "Nucleate Condensation in Zero Gravity," is
typical of the Category IV experiments. The objective of Experiment
SLG-2 is to observe nucleate condensation in a zero-gravity environ-
ment. Data are recorded on magnetic tape and relayed back at 4-hour
intervals. In order to achieve i00 percent effectiveness, the drag
acceleration must be less than 0.01 g for the duration of the experi-
ment (24 hours). Should the experiment be terminated during one of
the 4-hour test intervals, the data recorded in that interval are
considered unavailable. Therefore, the effectiveness variation with
experiment duration is a series of step functions as shown in the
upper left graph in Figure 5-6.
Experiment: SLG-2, Nucleate Condensation in Zero Gravity
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Figure 5-6 EXAMPLE EXPERIMENT EFFECTIVENESSANALYSIS SLG-2
To relate experiment effectiveness to the initial perigee and
apogee altitudes, the useful orbital lifetime was determined as a
function of these elements (lower left graph). The useful orbital
lifetime for this experiment is defined as the period of time when
the drag acceleration is less than 0.01 g (i.e., perigee is less
than about 104 kilometers). From the lifetime data, curves of perigee
altitude versus apogee/perigee ratio were generated for 4-, 8-, 12-,
16-, 20-, and 24-hour orbital lifetimes corresponding to 16.7-, 33.3-,
50-, 66.7-, 83.3-, and i00 percent effectiveness values, respectively.
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Any initial set of perigee and apogee altitudes which provide an
orbital lifetime of 24 hours will have an effectiveness Of i00 percent
as shown in the lower right graph in Figure 5-6.
5.2.5 Category V Experiments - Microorganisms
Category V experiments were designed to provide data on the
effects of space flight on various microorganisms. Additionally,
experiment M-I invol_es the soft capture and enumeration of space-
borne microorganisms. To accomplish all data acquisition objectives,
the experiments i_ this category must remain at orbital altitudes for
the duration of the experiment. Experiment effectiveness is, there-
for_, a function of perigee altitude and apogee/perigee attitude ratio
(i.e., orbital lifetime). All experiments in this category are deployed
from the launch vehicle without propulsive AV (Deployment Mode 3) with
the exception of Experiment M-2 which is retained aboard the launch
vehicle (Deployment Mode 0). Experiment M-I is attitude-controlled to
maintain an orientation along the velocity vector; Experiments M-3,
M-4, and M-5 are not attitude controlled.
Experiment M-5, "Production of Nutrients by Certain Microorganisms
While in Spaceflight," is typical of the experiments in Category V.
The objective of Experiment M-5 is to demonstrate the effects of
extended space flight on the production of nutrients by microorganisms.
Turbidometric measurements of the growth of nutrient precursor-dependent
mutants of selected bacteria and mutants requiring the nutrient will
be transmitted to earth _ourly from the deployed experiment. To achieve
all data acquisition objectives, the measurements must be completed
for a time period of 15 days. The variation of experiment effectiveness
with experiment duration is shown in Figure 5-7. After the first two
hours, when no data are collected, the effectiveness factor increases
with time and becomes one after a period of 15 days. The effective-
ness_ is _xpressed as a_unction of_ihT_a_perige_and apogee/perigee
altitude ratio {i.e., orbital lifetime) as shown in Figure 5-7 for_
inclusion in the effectiveness array of the Experimental Payload
Characteristics Library.
5.2.6 Category VI Experiments - Observation of the
Earth's Atmosphere, the Space Environment and
Astronomical Phenomena_
Category VI experiments involve observation of the Earth's atmo-
sphere and magnetic field geometry, measurmments Of the-space environ-
ment, and astronomical observations. Orbital elements and mission
parameters important to the accomplishment of the data acquisition
objectives of Category VI experiments include the following:
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Figure 5-7 EXAMPLE EXPERIMENT EFFECTIVENESSANALYSIS M-5
i. Perigee altitude
2. Apogee/perigee altitude ratio
3. Apogee altitude
4. Inclination to the equatorial plane.
With the exception of Experiments OEA-I and OEA-4, the experi-
ments in this category are deployed from the launch vehicle without
propulsive AV (Deployment Mode 3). Experiment OEA-4 is deployed
with propulsive AV (Deployment Mode 4). Experiment OEA-I is unique
in that the experiment is divided into two components: (i) radiation
monitoring equipment to record the external radiation environment
and (2) radiation monitoring equipment to record the radiation received
by the crew. The external radiation monitor is retained with the
launch vehicle while the internal radiation monitor is located inside
the crew compartment. A Deployment Mode 3 is specified for this
experiment.
With the exception of Experiment OEA-I, the experiments in this
category are attitude controlled.
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Experiment OEA-2, "Study of Magnetic Field Lines," is typical
of the experiments in Category VI. The objective of this experiment
is to observe and study the geometry of the lines of force of the
terrestrial magnetic field by measuring the paths followed by electrons
artificially injected along the field lines. When these electrons
contact the atmosphere, an auroral spot is produced which can be
tracked visibly by motion picture photography or radar from stations
other than the spacecraft. To achieve all data acquisition objectives
the deployed orbit must cross all field lines, avoid interference
from the Earth's natural radiation belts, and have a useful lifetime
of 50 orbits. Optimal altitudes for electron ejection were specified
by the experimenter to be 370.4 kilometers (200 nautical miles).
Effectiveness is therefore a function of experiment duration, apogee
and perigee altitudes, and orbital inclination.
The timing effectiveness function Et(N ) shown in Figure 5-8 was
defined subjectively by the experimenter. The factor E t was then
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Flgure 5-8 EXAMPLE EXPERIMENTEFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OEA-2
related to the initial perigee altitude and apogee/perigee altitude
ratio (i.e., orbital lifetime) by assuming a nominal orbital period
of 1.5 hours. This relationship is shown in Figure 5-8. An altitude/
inclination function Eh(a,i) for circular orbits was also defined
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subjectively by the experimenter as shown in Figure 5-8 as a function
of inclination and semi-major axis. This factor degrades experiment
effectiveness for off-optimum altitude and/or inclination conditions_
For elliptic orbits the factor Eh was expressed as a function of the
"average" altitude (average of apogee and perigee) and a third effec-
tiveness function ER(R) was defined to account for a reduction in
experiment effectiveness resulting from altitude variations (ioe.,
eccentricity). The altitude ratio factor is given by the relationship
ER = 1.05 - 0005 R
where R is the initial apogee/perigee altitude ratio.
The data shown in Figure 5-8 were loaded into the effectiveness
array of the Experimental Payload Characteristics Library° Experiment
effectiveness is then computed as the product of the three effective-
_e_ factors_
E = Et • Eh o ER.
The design orbit is a 370°4 kilometer (200 nautical mile) circular
orbit with an inclination of 90 degrees.
5.3 REFERENCES
5ol King-Hele, Desmond, Theory of Satellite Orbits in an Atmosphere,
Butterworths, 1964o (U)
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PROGRAM SEPTER
PROGRAM
SECTION 6
SEPTER PHILOSOPHY
AND LOGIC
6. I GENERAL CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION
The overall construction and flow of calculations in Program
SEPTER are shown schematically in Figure 6-1. Included are the types
and forms of data inputs, the major areas of analyses (designated as
subroutines), and the types and forms of output data for each mode of
operation.
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The initial operation of SEPTER must be performed by Mode 0. This
mode is not an analysis operation; its function is to perform unit
conversions and compile binary library tapes of mission/vehicle/
primary payload characteristics from card decks for direct input to
Mode I. The use of a binary library tape makes it possible to de-
crease computer running time and makes data conversions and the storage
of internal and external data other than card decks more efficient.
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Mode I is the operational mode in which the compatibility and
and effectiveness of single experimental payloads are analyzed. As
shown in Figure 6-1, inputs to Mode I consist of (I) mission/vehicle/
primary payload characteristics library data (binary library tape),
(2) the experimental payload characteristics library data (card decks),
and (3) problem control data (card decks). Problem control data are
used to identify tapes, select computational options, and specify over-
rides for the binary library tape input data. Depending upon the op-
tions selected, a limited number or all of the analysis subroutines
shown in Figure 6-1 are utilized. For example, either the compatibility
or the effectiveness analysis may be selected independently or both
analyses may be specified. Similarly, the optional library overrides
in the problem control may be used to specify, for example, a new launch
date or a different excess payload capability.
The output of Mode I is in the form of printed results and, if
specified and applicable, a library deck containing the required input
for Mode II. This library deck consists of library data utilized in
Mode I plus the computed compatibility results pertaining to individual
experiments.
The external analysis required between the operation of Modes I
and II consists of the formulation of preference lists to establish
the desired order (priority) in which experimental payloads are to be
loaded aboard the vehicle for a given mission. Although the effective-
ness and compatibility output data of Mode I are obviously useful in
the formulation of preference lists, additional data or different
methods of establishing priority may be used in arriving at a prefer-
ence list. Several sets of preference lists may be formulated for a
given set of experimental payloads.
Mode II is the operational mode of Program SEPTER which is used
to analyze multiple experimental payload compatibility and arrangement
configurations aboard the vehicle. The inputs to Mode II consist of
a preference list, an experimental payload-mission/vehicle compati-
bility library deck (from Mode I output), problem data (options and
controls), and optional library overrides. The problem data consist
of, for example, print-out and placement policy options and controls
on the placement policy iteration and cutoff. Optional library over-
rides consist of the specification of a different excess payload
capability and Mode I compatibility overrides (including predetermined
placements for arbitrary experiments).
The output of Mode II is in the form of printed results in which
the accepted experimental payloads from the preference list and the
cavities within which they have been placed (according to the prede-
termined and optimal arrangement analyses) are listed.
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More detailed descriptions of the computer program operations,
input data and libraries, the methodology used in the individual areas
of analyses, and the output from each mode of analysis are given in
subsections 6.2 and 6.3.
6.2 MODEI OPERATION
Mode I analysis consists of the determination of the operational
and physical compatibility and the experiment/mission effectiveness
of single experimental payloads in terms of a given vehicle/mission/
primary payload combination• Compatibility criteria include only
major items which are considered significant within the scope of the
program philosophy• Experiment/mission effectiveness is computed as
the percent of data acquisition objectives accomplished• Effectiveness
relationships are determined externally in terms of the initial values
of the orbital elements and mission parameters in which the experimental
payload is deployed• In Mode I output, the overall @O/NO-GOcompati-
bility, the degree of compatibility or incompatibility, the experiment
effectiveness data, and the experimental payload library data for input
to Mode II of the program are defined•
6.2.1 Libraries
The mission/vehicle/primary payload data and the experimental pay-
load data for SEPTER are stored in the form of libraries• This method
of storage provides a high degree of flexibility in the use of the pro-
gram. Various combinations of mission/vehicle/primary payload and ex-
perimental payloads may be selected at the user's discretion for use in
SEPTERo Preliminary definitions may be readily updated• The libraries
may be easily modified and expanded to include the missions and payloads
of other spacecraft (e.g., Apollo Applications - LEM Lab, NASA Can, etc.).
Two distinct library types are used in Program SEPTER to store
and provide definition-type input data:
i. Mission/Vehicle/Primary Payload Characteristics Library
2. Experimental Payload Characteristics Library.
The Mission/Vehicle/Primary Payload Characteristics Library con-
tains the listed definition data:
Io Launch date and time (year, month, day, and solar time
at the launch longitude)
• Launch trajectory parameters (position and velocity as
a function of time from launch)
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3o Mission duration of primary payload (days)
4. Primary payload separation time (seconds after launch)
5° Vehicle/Mission identification (e.g., SA-207)
6o Vehicle dependent environmental data (electromagnetic
signal and sensitivity levels and bandwidths)
7. Vehicle-zone dependent environmental data (acoustics/
vibration ambient levels)
8. Vehicle excess payload capability
9o Identification of vehicle experimental payload locations
(cavities) - zone number and dash number for each cavity,
e.g., 4-3
i0 Cavity thermal environmental data (time-space averaged
temperature, allowable rate of heat dissipation, and
total short period heat dissipation for prelaunch,
launch, and orbit mission phases)
llo Cavity structural mass limits
12 Cavity groups structural limits for vehicle zones
13o Cavity volumes
14o Cavity capacities for geometric standard shapes (spheres,
cylinders, and rectangular parallelepipeds)
15o Cavity allowable deployment modes.
The Experimental Payload Characteristics Library contains the
following definition data (as applicable) for each experiment:
i. Identification (abbreviated name and number)
2_ Availability date (year, month, day)
3. Installation time required (days)
4. Deployment mode required (e.g., propulsive separation)
5. Deployment time required (applicable to ejected experimental
payloads only)
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. Deployment impulsive velocity increments and angles
(applicable to propulsively ejected experimental pay-
loads only)
• Environmental data (thermal, acoustics/vibration, and
electromagnetic)
. Standard shapes and dimensions (applicable to entire
experimental payload for fixed design and to critical
component for amorphous design)
9. Standard shape alignment with vehicle axes
i0. Total mass
Ii. Total volume
12. Reliability data
13. Development time (months)
14. Cost data
15. Effectiveness data.
6.2.2 Problem Input and Controls
The inputs for the operation of Mode I consist of library data
and problem control data. The Mission/Vehicle/Primary Payload Charac-
teristics Library data are provided from a binary library tape. The
Experimental Payload Characteristics Library data are provided from
card decks• Both types of libraries are required to run a problem.
Problem control data (from card decks) are used to select computational
options and specify optional overrides for the binary library tape in-
put data.
Problem control options and optional library overrides provide
operation and program utilization versatility. Problem control op-
tions include the following;
i. Computation of experiment/mission effectiveness and ex-
perimental payload-mission/vehicle compatibility for each
experimental payload. Compatibility is computed with
respect to each vehicle cavity as well as to the overall
vehicle.
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2. Computation of experiment/mission effectiveness data only
3. Computation of experimental payload-missionTvehicle
compatibility data only
4. Generation of a Mode II compatibility library card deck
5. Selection of experimental payload cavities (specify how
many and which ones).
Mission/Vehicle/Primary Payload Library data overrides include the
following:
i. Launch date
2. Launch time
3. Vehicle-primary payload separation time (allowing ejection
of experimental payloads)
4. Primary mission duration
5. Excess payload capability.
6.2.3 Deployment Methodology
The various data acquisition objectives of candidate experimental
payloads require a computer methodology which is able to simulate the
deployment of each experimental payload into its required operating
environment at the proper time in the mission. For example, some ex-
perimental payloads may be able to acquire most or all of their data
objectives by simply remaining fixed inside the launch vehicle. Other
experiments may require extension of an antenna or some piece of equip-
ment during their operation, whereas another type of experimental pay-
loads may require separation from the vehicle or injection into an
orbit different from that of the primary payload.
The deployment methods used in the computer program to simulate
the placement of experimental payloads into their required operating
environments are called deployment modes. As defined for the program,
a deployment mode is not limited to actual ejection of the experimental
payload from the vehicle.
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The deployment methodology of the computer program consists of
i. A defined set of deployment modes which adequately
cover the operating requirements of candidate experi-
mental payloads
2. The coordinate systems in which the deployment modes are
defined
3. The program logic used to calculate the orbital elements
and mission parameters of an experimental payload for
any specified deployment mode and deployment time.
6.2.3.1 Deployment Modes
The six deployment modes selected for the computer methodology of
Program SEPTER are listed below with their identification number and
their defining characteristics.
Mode 0 - Fixed
I. The experimental payload remains on the vehicle
throughout the mission.
2. The extension of only an antenna is required.
3. No exposure to a vacuum is required.
Mode i - Fixed Exposed
i. The experimental payload remains on the vehicle
throughout the mission.
2. The extension of only an antenna is required.
3. Exposure to a vacuum is required.
Mode 2 - Extension
I. The experimental payload remains on the vehicle
throughout the mission.
2. The extension of components other than an antenna
is required.
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Mode 3 - Separation
• The experimental payload is separated from the
vehicle. The orbital elements of the separated
payload are assumed to be the same as those of
the vehicle at the time of deployment. (Subse-
quently, the orbital elements of the vehicle and
payload may differ because of perturbative forces,
eog., atmospheric drag).
2. No propulsion is required.
Mode 4 - Propulsive Separation (AV)
® The experimental payload is separated from the
vehicle.
. Propulsion is required to inject the experimental
payload into an orbit different from that of the
primary payload.
Mode 5 - Recovery Capsule Separation
The experimental payload remains on the vehicle
throughout the mission.
Separation of one or several data recovery capsules
is required.
These deployment modes are pictorially illustrated in Figure 6-2.
6.2.3°2 Coordinate Systems
The coordinate systems used in the deployment methodology of
the program are shown in Figure 6-3. The position of the vehicle
or experimental payload is specified in terms of altitude, longitude,
and latitude with respect to a spherical, rotating earth. Velocity
is defined by inertial speed, flight path angle, and azimuth angle.
The coordinate system in which the AV is defined for propulsive
separation (Mode 4) has an axis tangential to the velocity vector at
the time of deployment, an axis normal to the velocity vector in the
orbit plane of the vehicle, and a lateral axis normal to the orbit
plane of the vehicle. The in-plane thrust (AV) angle, O, is measured
from the velocity direction to the projection of the AV vector on the
orbit plane° The out-of-plane angle, _, is measured from the orbit
plane to &V vector.
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6.2.3.3 Orbital Elements and Mission Parameters
The methodology used in the computer program to calculate the
orbital elements and mission parameters of an experimentalpayload
for any specified deployment mode and deployment time is illustrated
in Figure 6-4.
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Figure 6-4 ORBITAL ELEMENTSLOGIC
Subroutines PROFIL, DEPLOY, and ORBIT are used to calculate
the mission profile parameters and orbital elements at deployment
time. Initially, the position and velocity of the vehicle are com-
puted at deployment time in subroutine PROFIL. These data are ob-
tained from the Mission/Vehicle/Primary Payload Characteristics
Library. When deployment Modes 0, i, 2, 3, and 5 are specified, the
position and velocity data obtained from PROFIL are used in sub-
routine ORBIT to compute the initial orbital elements of the experi-
mental payload. When Mode 4 is specified, the velocity vector obtained
from PROFIL is modified by the use of subroutine DEPLOY before calcula-
tion of the initial orbital elements in subroutine ORBIT.
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The orbital elements and additional mission parameters calculated
for any deployment mode and deployment time are listed below. These
data are made available to another subroutine (EFFECT) in the program
to calculate experiment/mission effectiveness.
Orbital Elements and Mission Parameters
i. Semi-major axes
2. Eccentricity
3. Inclination
4. Argument of perigee
5. True anomaly
7. Perigee latitude
8. Orbital period
9. Apogee altitude
i0. Perigee altitude
Ii. Apogee/perigee altitude
12. Longitude at nodal passage
13. Time of nodal passage
14. Inclination to terminator
15. Solar declination
a
e
i
oJ
4-
_p
P
ha
hp
ha/hp
_n
tn
IT
_S
Since solar declination is not a function of the deployed orbit
for an experimental payload, its value is computed in the main program
of SEPTER as a function of launch date. The solar declination angle
and inclination to the terminator angle are measured as illustrated in
Figure 6-5.
6.2.4 EXPERIMENT/MISSION EFFECTIVENESS METHODOLOGY
The relationships between experiment effectiveness factors and
the initial orbital elements and/or mission parameters, listed in
Table 5-1, are established during the external experiment effectiveness
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analysis discussed in Section 5. The effectiveness functions are
loaded into the effectiveness segment of the Experimental Payload
Characteristics Library in tables of one- and/or two-dimensional
arrays. Effectiveness factors are obtained from each tableby use of
table "look up" procedures and are multiplied together to obtain the
absolute value of experiment effectiveness (percent accomplishment of
data acquisition objectives)• The effectiveness tables are entered
with the computed values of one (or two) of the independent variables
listed in Table 5-1.
The percent effectiveness relative to the maximum possible effec-
tiveness (absolute effectiveness divided by maximum effectiveness),
designated "normalized effectiveness", is also computed. In general,
the maximum effectiveness possible for a given experimental payload
can be less than i00 percent. The maximum possible effectiveness value
is an input quantity which corresponds to the effectiveness of the
Table look-up procedures are provided for the three types of effec-
tiveness factor relationships shown in Figure 6-6: (i) effectiveness
factor as a continuous function of two variables, (21) effectiveness
factor as a step function of two variables, and (3) effectiveness factor
as a function of one variable (step or continuous)• Options are pro-
vided for either linear or fourth-order Lagrange interpolation.
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6.2.5 Experimental Payload - Mission/Vehicle
Compatibility Methodology
The computer methodology used to determine experimental payload
compatibility with both the primary payload mission and the vehicle
is based on two fundamental guidelines:
.
.
The experimental payload must tolerate all mission and
vehicle constraints and environments.
The experimental payload cannot significantly affect
the primary mission/vehicle performance.
The compatibility criteria and the methodology used to determine
compatibility are described in the subsections 6.2.5.1 through 6.2.5.4,
6.2.5.1 Compatibility Criteria
The criteria used in the computer program to determine experimental
payload-mission/vehicle compatibility are classified as (i) operational
and (2) physical. The specific criteria in each category are as follows:
Operational Criteria
I. Experimental payload availability
a. Availability date
b. Launch date
c. Installation time required
2. Experimental payload deployment
a. Mode
b. Time (if applicable)
Physical Criteria
I. Environmental
a. Thermal
b. Acoustics
c. Vibration
d. Electromagnetic
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2 Mass attachment limit
3. Volume/geometry
a. Size
b. Shape
c. Orientation.
In order for an experimental payload to be mission/vehicle com-
patible, it must satisfy the GO condition for the following list of
criteria:
i. Thermal
2. Acous tic
3. Vibration
4. Mass attachment
5. Volume/geometry
6. Deployment mode
7. Deployment time (if applicable).
The remaining criteria, i.e., experimental payload availability
and electromagnetic interference (EMI) are included to indicate possi-
ble problem areas which should be investigated more thoroughly by
external analyses.
The acoustic and vibration criteria are_treated uniquely in the
program in that a NO-GO condition is initially corrected to a GO con-
dition by the computation of a mass penalty. In the event that the
computed mass penalties are obviously excessive, the NO-GO condition
remains to affect the overall compatibility decision for the experi-
mental payload. The unique aspects of all compatibility criteria and
how they are used in the program methodology are given in subsections
6.2.5.2 through 6.2.5.4.
Some additional criteria were considered for use in the computer
program, but were eliminated because of their nonapplicability and/or
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incompatibility with the scope and philosophy of the present computer
program. These are primarily environmental criteria, such as:
i. Acceleration/shock
2. Humidity
3. Pressure/vacuum
4o Contamination (dust, fungus, gases, and salt spray)
5. Radiation
In the present study, the assumption was made that experimental pay_
loads would be designed to survive normal launch pad, boost and orbit
envirorrments that are not peculiar to a specific vehicle or vehicle
Iccations (i.e., zones or cavities).
In general, the environmental criteria that were eliminated are
those that the experimental payloads would normally be designed to
survive or that would be relatively constant for all vehicle locations.
Compatibility checks for relatively constant criteria can best be ac-
complished external to the computer program by the assignment of pay-
load qualification specifications compatible with the launch vehicle.
The radiation environmental criterion may be vehicle-location
dependent in a limited number of cases; However, it was considered a
low priority item which did not warrant the apparent extensive investi-
gation required for a meaningful compatibility methodology in the present
computer program.
6.2.5.2 Experimental Payload Availability Date/Launch Date
Compatibility
The experimental payload must obviously be available for instal-
lation in the launch vehicle prior to the launch date to be compatible.
However, this simple check does not allow for the time required for
installation and/or checkout of the experimental payload. Therefore,
for a more realistic compatibility check, an installation time can
also be specified° Thus, in the compatibility chec_ the experimental
payload availability date plus the required installation time (days)
must precede the launch date.
The availability date/launch date compatibility determination in
the program does not affect the overall experimental payload/mission/
vehicle compatibility decision. If a GO-condition is calculated, the
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number of "buffer" days are given in the output. In the case of a
NO-GO calculation, a warning statement is given in the output.
6.2.5.3 Deployment Compatibility
Deployment compatibility of an experimental payload with a
vehicle cavity is based on two criteria: (i) deployment mode and
(2) deployment time (if applicable). These are operational compati-
bility criteria. The overall GO or NO-GO compatibility determination
in the computer program is affected by both of these criteria.
Each cavity is assigned the deployment mode(s) which it can ac-
commodate. These modes are defined in subsection 6.2.3.1. Likewise,
each experiment_l payload is assigned its required deployment mode.
The assigned mode data are stored in the Mission/Vehicle/Primary Pay-
load Characteristics Library and the Experimental Payload Characteris-
tics Library, respectively. Deployment mode compatibility is simply
a _h_ck of the required mode with the available mode for the cavity
from which the experimental payload mustlbe deployed.
Deployment time compatibility is dependent upon the assigned
times at which a cavity is available for the specified deployment mode
and the assigned time at which an experimental payload must be deployed
in the mission. Only deployment modes 3, 4, and 5 (requiring separa-
tion or ejection of an experimental payload from the vehicle) are time
dependent.
Deployment direction compatibility was considered for incorpora-
tion in the computer program. However, currently available data on
the attitude control system of the Saturn IU/SIVB (as given in
References 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3) indicate that for post-separation opera-
tions, the attitude control system is capable of maintaining almost
any commanded orientation. For the basic configuration used for the
study (Saturn IB/Apollo vehidle/payload_,_ experimental payloads can-
not be ejected from the vehicle until after (i) separation of the
spacecraft from the vehicle, (2) deployment of the LEM adapter panels,
and (3) removal of the LEM from the adapter. Therefore, the assumption
was logically made that any required deployment direction can be
achieved for deployment modes 3, 4, and 5 without violating mission/
vehicle constraints and without affecting primary mission/vehicle per-
formance.
6.2.5.4 Environmental Compatibility
Environmental compatibility is based on criteria which are either
cavity dependent, vehicle zone dependent, complete-vehicle dependent,
and, in some cases, mission phase dependent. The environmental criteria
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used in the computer program are (i) thermal, (2) acoustics/vibration,
and (3) electromagnetic. The compatibility methodology used in the
computer program for each environmental criterion is discussed in de-
tail in the following subsections.
6.2.5.4.1 Thermal. Thermal environment compatibility is deter-
mined by comparing thermal parameter values pertaining to a specific
cavity or vehicle zone with the corresponding parameter values asso _
ciated with a given experimental payload. This comparison of values
will yield GO or NO®GO decisions. Thermal compatibility requires a
full set of GO decisions for the thermal parameters that are selected
as meaningful for a given cavity-experimental payload.
The three following thermal parameters are used for comparison in
the program. TwO of these parameters, item_2 a_d 3, are optional.
i. Time-space averaged sink temperature
2. Heat dissipation rate
3. Total short period heat dissipation
These parameters are defined for three mission phases: (I) prelaunch,
(2) launch, and (3) orbital. Although some of the experimental pay-
loads are ejected from the vehicle and must, therefore, also be com-
patible with the orbital operational environment, this environment is
not a function of the spacecraft and must be considered in experiment
design. Compatibility checks are made only during the mission phases
where the experimental payload is aboard the vehicle.
In certain situations, the heat dissipation rate and the total
short period heat dissipation are not mutually exclusive criteria.
For example, suppose the heat dissipation rate exceeds the allowable
rate for a particular cavity for a short duration experiment. If the
length of time is short, the total short period heat dissipation may
be well below the tolerable level. In this case, the total short
period heat dissipation may be a more meaningful basis of comparison.
Conversely, for some experiments the heat dissipation rate may be the
meaningful parameter for comparison. Therefore, the computer program
methodology providesan_optionalcapability such that either the heat
dissipation rate or the total short period heat dissipation can be
excluded from the compatibility checks. However, this optional cap_
ability does not preclude the use of both parameters in the compati-
bility checks in cases where they are both applicable. The optional
control is provided for each experimental payload in the Experimental
Payload Characteristics Library.
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The computer program methodology for thermal compatibility
checks is illustrated for the GO condition in Figure 6-7.
Guideline"
• EXPERIMENT MUST TOLERATE CAVITY THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
WITHOUT AFFECTING THE PRIMARY PAYLOAD AND VEHICLE
Approach:
• DEFINE CAVITY THERMAL ENVIRONMENT FOR EACH
MISSION PHASE (e.g., PRE-LAUNCH, LAUNCH, ORBIT)
• DEFINE LIMITS OF ACCEPTANCE FOR EXPERIMENT PAYLOAD
THERMAL PARAMETERS
• DEFINE ANALYTICAL METHODOLOGY FOR THE DETERMINATION
OF THERMAL COMPATIBILITY
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6.2.5.4.2 Acoustics and Vibration. Acoustics and vibration en-
vironmental compatibility determination in the computer program does
not yield a direct GO or NO-GO decision. Rather, the compatibility
methodology determines whether a given experimental payload can sur-
vive the environmental noise level and vibration level induced during
booster operation. If a possible failure is indicated, a mass penalty
is computed and added to the mass of the experimental payload in order
to correct the tolerance deficiency. The experimental payload is dis-
qualified (NO-GO) only if the calculated mass penalty is obviously ex-
cessive.
The direct GO or NO-GO decision methodology is not utilized for
the acoustics/vibration compatibility determinations for reasons that
are apparent after investigation of the unique aspects associated with
these environmental criteria.
In the simple GO or NO-GO comparison concept, each cavity (or
vehicle zone) available for an experimental payload is assigned am-
bient noise and vibration levels induced by the operating booster.
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Also, each experimental payload is assigned noise and vibration
tolerance levels. If the tolerance levels are equal to or greater
than the ambient levels of the cavity (or zone) being considered, the
experimental payload is compatible with the vehicle cavity or zone.
Conversely, if the tolerance levels fall below the ambient levels,
the experimental payload is susceptible to failure. For a given "fixed®
design" experimental payload, this method of analysis approaches the
actual situation and would be adequate for the computer methodology.
However, since the experimental payloads defined for Program SEPTER are
not necessarily "fixed_design," preliminary data will seldom be accurate
enough to justify the elimination of an experimental payload on this
basis. Also, even if the actual tolerance levels fall below the ambient
levels, it is reasonable to assume that the experimental payload com-
ponents could be built to withstand the environmental levels by the ad-
dition of increased material gauges, isolation, mountings, stiffeners
or dampers. However, these deficiency correction methods would incur
mass penalties.
A meaningful compatibility methodology used in Program SEPTER con _
sists of the assignment of ambient noise and vibration levels and toler_
ance noise and vibration levels as stated for the simple GO or NO-GO
comparison concept. However, since it was found reasonable to assume
mass penalties for the correction of deficiencies in a "non_fixed_
design" experimental payload, this feature is also a part of the meth-
odology. Mass penalties are calculated for both noise and vibration
deficiencies. A NO-GO compatibility is only given if the calculated
mass penalties are obviously excessive when compared with the payload
mass. The limit mass penalty has been arbitrarily set equal to the
mass of the acoustic/vibration susceptible components of the experi-
mental payload.
The noise and vibration parameters and the methodology used in
the compatibility checks are illustrated in Figure 6-8. The ambient
levels of these parameters are given for vehicle zones. The corres _
ponding tolerance levels are given for experimental payloads. The
mass penalty methodology used to correct a deficiency (NO-GO condi-
tion) to a GO condition is illustrated by the data and equations
given in the lower half of Figure 6_8_
The compatibility methodology used for acoustics/vibration en _-
vironmental criteria is based on the following assumptions:
I. If an experimental payload can survive the launch phase
of a mission it can survive all other phases.
. The experimental payload does not operate during the
launch phase°
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Acoustic and vibration tolerance deficiencies can be
corrected by the addition of mass (in the form of
heavier material, isolation mountings, stiffeners,
or dampers) to the experimental payload.
The mass required to correct a deficiency is propor-
tional to the payload density, the percent deficiency,
and the mass of susceptible components.
The correction of an acoustic tolerance deficiency
does not correct a vibration tolerance deficiency and
vice versa• While the correction mass penalties that
improve vibration tolerance generally also improve
noise tolerance, the range of frequencies associated
with each are different. Therefore, mass used to solve
a vibration susceptibility problem in a given component
.................. y ou_vu its acoustic susceptibility
problem.
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6.2.5.4.3 Electromagnetic_ Electromagnetic compatibility can
be defined as the ability of each piece of electrical/electronic
equipment in an integrated system to perform its design function with-
out interfering with the performance of the designed function of any
other piece of electrical/electronic equipment in the system. In the
present study, the Saturn vehicle/primary payload-experimental payload
can be regarded as the system.
The basic parameters which are used to determine if one equipment
will interfere with the function of another are
• Level and bandwidth of the signal the equipment is
capable of emitting.
• Level and bandwidth of the signal to which the equipment
is capable of responding
• "Coincident time interval" or the occurrence of simul-
taneous operation of equipment in which the parameters,
items I and 2, overlap
•
Amount of isolation (insulation or separation) between
equipment•
In order to determine compatibility using the given parameters,
the following sequence of checks must be made_
• Compare signal levels of "emitters" with sensitivity
levels of receivers° If they do not overlap, compati -_
bility exists. If they do overlap, continue with
sequence step 2.
• Compare bandwidths of "emitters" with bandwidths of
receivers. If they do not overlap, compatibility
exists• If they do overlap, continue with sequence
s tep 3.
• Determine if the equipment which had overlapping
parameters in both steps i and 2 are operated
simultaneously. They are compatible if they do
not operate simultaneously. If they do operate
simultaneously, they are incompatible and sequence
step 4 must be checked•
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. Determine the amount of isolation between equipment of
step 3. If the isolation is equal to or greater than
the overlap given in step l, the equipment compared
are compatible; otherwise, an incompatibility exists.
If the given methodology were accurately defined and applied in
the computer program, a definite GO or NO-GO decision could be de-
termined. However, the use of this "exact" methodology is considered
not within the scope of the present study and computer program because
(i) sequence step 3 requires vehicle/primary payload/experimental pay-
load operations scheduling and (2) the determination of the amount of
isolation between equipment, required in sequence step 4, is a function
of many undefined variables. Also, definition-type data presently avail-
able for the experimental payloads and vehicle electromagnetic equip-
ments are not sufficiently accurate•
A simplified methodology has been incorporated in the computer
program to determine electromagnetic compatibility. However, because
_f th_ _i...r!ifylng assumptions made, the compatibility checks are not
sufficiently accurate or complete to yield a definite GO or NO-GO de-
cision. Therefore, the output of the computer program only gives
warning-type statements for indicated incompatibilities• Frequency
ranges are given where incompatibilities may exist. The output is
helpful in locating possible problem areas which can only be thoroughly
analyzed external to the computer program.
The simplifying assumptions made in the computer program methodo-
logy are as follows:
i• All electrical/electronic equipment operate simultaneously•
(The present computer program does not include operations
scheduii6g)_
2. No isolation exists between equipments aboard the vehicle.
• An infinite amount of isolation exists between the vehicle
equipment and an ejected experimental payload equipment.
The computer methodology used to check electromagnetic compati-
bility for both narrowband and broadband types of equipment is illus-
trated in Figure 6-9. Note that the amount of "overlap", i.e., signal
level greater than sensitivity level, is the amount of interference
within a given frequency bandwidth and that in order for compatibility
to exist, isolation equivalent to the overlap must be provided•
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6.2.5.4.4 Mass Attachment. The determination of the mass com-
patibility of an experimental payload with the cavity in which it is
placed is based on the mass attachment limit of the cavity. This
limit is usually determined from structural analyses. The total mass
of an experimental payload includes any penalty masses which may have
been computed and added for the correction of acoustical/vibration
tolerance deficiencies.
The experimental payload-cavity mass attachment compatibility
methodology in the computer program yields a GO/NO-GO decision for
each cavity. However, the methodology which determines the compati-
bility of an experimental payload mass with the excess payload
capability of the vehicle/primary payload does not affect the overall
GO/NO-GO decision. In the event that a single experimental payload
mass exceeds the total excess payload capability, a warning-type state-
ment indicating the overload is given in the output. In this manner,
all other compatibility criteria are analyzed in Mode I, and the final
accumulative multiple payload mass compatibility is determined in Mode II.
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6.2.5.4.5 Geometric Capacities. The volume/geometry physical
compatibility analysis consists in the determination of whether a
given experimental payload can be contained witNin a given payload
cavity. The formulation of a general "exact" methodology for the com-
puter program would require an extremely complex computer program logic
and in many cases prohibitive data storage capabilities. Therefore, a
less general methodology (i.e., one restricted to standard shape repre-
sentation for experimental payloads) is used. The actual sizes and
shapes of the cavities are not represented in the program; instead,
their capacities for several geometrical solids are stored in tabular
form in the Mission/Vehicle/Primary Payload Characteristics Library.
The experimental payloads are represented as either fixed in shape or
amorphous. The fixed geometry representations are restricted to one
of the standard shapes for which the cavity capacities have been ana-
lyzed, i.e., sphere, right circular cylinder, or rectangular parallel-
epiped. An amorphous geometry payload is treated as a fluid volume
containing an undistortable component which is given _ f_Y_N ==_m=e_,,
representation (standard shape envelope). The total volume of an
-_ ..... _........j v=yi_=_ _ uumFuseu om _ne sum ol the volumes of
the components multiplied by a "packaging" factor° These two concepts
allow for the representation of experimental payloads which are (i) in
the "off-the-shelf" or final design stages or (2) in the conceptual de-
sign stage and amenable to some rearranging of the components of the
entire payload package.
The vehicle cavities are divided into two categories, rectilinear
or tapered, according to the form of their capacities data. There are
very simple methods available for representing the rectilinear capa-
cities in a computer program. However, these methods are not applicable
to the tapered cavity capacities. A single technique, which is reason-
ably simple and nearly exact, was utilized for representing both types
of cavities. The method is general, efficient, and accurate.
6.2.5.4.5.1 Sphere and Cylinder Capacities. Since some experi-
mental payloads may require a specified orientation in the vehicle,
an orthogonal coordinate system is used in each cavity. In this sys-
tem, the vertical axis is parallel to the vehicle longitudinal axis,
the radial axis emanates from the center of the vehicle and passes
through the cavity, and the lateral axis is perpendicular to the other
two axes. The geometric capacities compatibility methodology is used
to determine whether a sphere of given diameter or a cylinder of given
diameter and length with its axes parallel to the vertical, radial, or
lateral axes can be contained in a specified cavity.
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A tapered and a rectilinear cavity and sphere and cylinder
capacities are shown in Figure 6-10. There is only one maximum
diameter sphere which can be contained in any cavity and there is
obviously no need to specify an orientation. The methodology to
determine the geometric compatibility of a spherical experimental
payload consists in analytically checking whether the diameter of
the payload is less than or equal to the maximum diameter of the
sphere which the cavity will contain.
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The cylinder capacity curves shown for a specified cavity in
Figure 6-10 represent the maximum diameters of cylinders of given
length and orientation which can be contained in the cavity. A
difference between rectilinear and tapered cavities is now evident.
The rectilinear-cavity cylinder capacity curves consist of constant
diameter steps, and the curves can be replaced by five distinct
cylinders, at least one of which will contain any cylinder that can
be contained in the cavity. Capacity curves for the tapered-cavity
cylinder consist of sloped and curved lines which represent the
simplest form in which the cylinder capacities for tapered cavities
may be represented.
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The methodology used to determine the geometric capacities
compatibility of a cylindrical payload consists of the analytical
interpolation, from these curves, of the maximum possible diameter
corresponding to the length of the payload. The payload diameter
must be less than or equal to the maximum possible diameter for
compatibility. If the orientation is specified, only one interpola-
tion is required, but if no orientation is specified, as many as
three interpolations may be required to determine whether a fit is
possible.
6.2.5.4.5.2 Rectansular Parallelepiped Capacities. Because three
dimensions are required to specify the size of a rectangular parallel-
epiped, the capacities for this standard shape payload are represented
by surfaces. The rectangular parallelepiped capacity surfaces for the
cavities given in Figure 6-10 are illustrated in Figure 6-11. These
surfaces represent the maximum possible vertical dimension for each
pair of lateral and radial d_mensions which can be contained i_ the
cavity. They are shown in Figure 6-11 in both contour and i_om_r_r
fuL,i fuz ciarzcy. _ecause each point on a surface corresponds to a
rectangular parallelepiped and different orientations are given merely
by the dimensions of the parallelepiped taken in different orders, all
orientations (parallel to the L-R-V axes) are included on a single sur-
face for each cavity. These surfaces are often discontinuous.
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It is again noted in Figure 6-11 that there is a distinct dif-
ference between the forms of the rectilinear and tapered capacities.
The rectangular-parallelepiped capacity surfaces for rectilinear
cavities are composed of planar horizontal rectangles (example cavity
5-4). These may be represented in a simpler manner. The surface in
Figure 6-11 may be replaced by the dimensions for three rectangular
parallelepipeds, at least one of which will contain any rectangular
parallelepiped which can be contained in the cavity. The rectangular-
parallelepiped capacity surfaces for tapered cavities (example cavity
4-4) are composed of inclined planes and curved surfaces of irregular
shape. They cannot be simplified further.
It is interesting to note that the rectangular-parallelepiped
capacity surface (shown in isometric form in Figure 6-11) is the ori-
ginal cavity distorted - beyond recognition in some cases - in such a
way that its shape is simplified, its volume decreased, but its capa-
city for rectangular parallelepipeds maintained exactly.
The methodology used in the computer program to determine rec-
tangular parallelepiped compatibility is illustrated in Figure 6-12.
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The six possible orientations of a given parallelepiped within a cavity
in which its sides are parallel to the axes of the cavity are shown.
The example given is a rectangular parallelepiped measuring 20 by 30 by
40 inches. If the orientation of a rectangular parallelepiped payload
is not critical, each of the six orientations is tried until one is
found which will allow the payload to be contained within the cavity.
In some cases, there may be a required alignment for only one axis of
the payload, e.g., a camera pointing outboard. There are nine possible
alignments of this type, each corresponding to a distinct pair of orien-
tations. The orientation pairs given in the following table apply to
the example given in Figure 6-12. In this case, only two orientations
must be tried in order to determine compatibility. When the alignment
of two axes is specified, there is only one possible orientation to be
checked for compatibility.
Table of Orientation Pairs
Payload Axes
20" 30" 40"
< L 1, 2 3, 4 5, 6
•_ R 3, 5 l, 6 2, 4
V 4, 6 2, 5 1, 3
Once an orientation is selected, the possibility of containing
the rectangular parallelepiped with the selected orientation in a
given cavity is determined in the following manner. The rectangular-
parallelepiped capacity surface is divided into plane quadrangles.
This does not mean that the cavity is being approximated as having
planar faces, because the rectangular parallelpiped capacity surfaces
are very nearly planar even for cavities possessing extreme curvature
in their faces. These plane quadrangles are then projected onto the
L-R plane. An equation involving the coordinates of the vertices of
the quadrangles is applied in the computer program to the L and R
dimensions of the payload in order to determine which of the quad-
rangles in the L-R plane contains the point represented by these di-
mensions. This operation indicates which plane must be interpolated
on to determine the maximum possible vertical dimensions corresponding
to those lateral and radial dimensions. When this dimension is found,
a comparison is made with the actual vertical dimension of the experi-
mental payload_ It must be less than or equal to the maximum possible
vertical dimension to be contained in the cavity. If the payload can-
not be contained and another orientation is possible, the procedure is
repeated with the next orientation.
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6.2.6 Mode I Output
The output of Mode I is in the form of printed results and, if
specified, an experimental payload-mission/vehicle compatibility
library deck containing the required input for operation of Mode II.
Although other problem options can be specified, the normal printed
results consist of the following types and pages of data for each
problem. Example results are given in the figures indicated:
• Title page for Mode I and problem control input data
(problem control options and optional overrides for the
Mission/Vehicle/Primary Payload Characteristics Library).
The example output given in Figure 6-13 identifies the
mission and vehicle and library tape. In the example,
all available problem control options were selected: (i)
the determination of experiment/mission effectiveness,
(2) the determination of experimental payload-mission/
vehicle compatibility, (3) the generation of a Mode II
compatibility library deck, and (4) the deletion of
cavities originally included in the library• All avail-
able optional library overrides were also selected in
the example problem: (i) launch date (a new solar de-
clination was computed as a result of this override),
(2) launch time (a new inclination to the terminator
was computed as a result of this override), (3) vehicle-
primary payload separation time, (4) primary mission
duration, and (5) excess payload capability.
• Experimental payload description input data obtained
from the Experimental Payload Characteristics Library.
The example output given in Figure 6-14 is a description
of the operational requirements and physical characteris-
tics of the experimental payload designated MS-3. The
description data for this experimental payload are typical•
However, the print-out format and data will vary with other
experimental payloads, depending upon the applicability of
each set of parameters to the specific payload. For example,
a deployment time may be applicable in some cases• For ex-
perimental payloads which are ejected with an impulsive _V
at in-plane and out-of-plane angles, these data are given in
the output. Electromagnetic data may not be applicable for
all experimental payloads; the corrective mass penalties com-
putation for acoustics and vibration may be optionally speci-
fied; the heat dissipation rate or total heat dissipation
thermal parameters may be optionally specified; the thermal
parameters are not applicable in the orbit phase for ejected
experimental payloads; the standard shape of the payload may
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INFLIGHT EXPERIMENTAL PAYLOAD DESCRIPTION
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ACOUSTICS DATA
NOISF TOLERANCE I5C.C DB
CORRECTIVE MASS PENALTIES MAY
SUSCEPTIBLE COMPONENTS MASS
BE COMPUTED.
63.3 LB
VIBRATIONS DATA
CORNFR FREQUENCIES 10.0, 75.0 CPS TOLEPANCE LEVELS
StJSCEPTIRLF COMPONENTS MASS 63.3 LR
CORRECTIVE _ASS PENALTIES MAY 8E COMPUTED.
0.4, tO.O G
THFRMAL DATA PAD LAUNCH ORBIT
LOW TEMPFRATURE TOLERANCE (DEG-FI 14.0 O. -50.0
HIGH TEMPERATURE TOLERANCE IDEG-FI 75.0 240.0 65.0
HEAT OISSIPATION RATE (BTUIHR| 27.3 27.3 232.0
TOTAL HEAT DISSIPATION (BTU)
PAYLOAD MASS 154.3 LB, VOLUME 3750. CU. IN., SHAPE REC.PAR.
TYPE AMORPHOUS
DIMENSIONS (IN) LENGTH 3.0 WIDTH IO.C HEIGHT 14.0
ALIGNMENT NONE NONE NONE
DEVELOPMFNT TIMF 9.0 MO, COST $ 545300., RELIABILITY 0.9600
Figure614 SEPTER-MODEI: INFLIGHT EXPERIMENTAL PAYLOAD DESCRIPTION DATA
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be either a rectangular parallelepiped, a cylinder, or
a sphere, and its form may be specified as either fixed
or amorphous_ In the case of rectangular parallelepiped
or cylinder-shaped experimental payloads, the alignment
of each dimension may be specified with respect to the
vehicle axes (longitudinal, radial, or lateral)• Develop-
ment time, cost, and reliability data may not be available
in some cases.
Experiment mission effectiveness array input data are given
in the example output of Figure 6-15. These data are ob-
tained from the Experimental Payload Characteristics Library•
In the example, the maximum possible effectiveness is given
as i00 percent• This is an input value determined by the
effectiveness analyses method discussed in section 5_ The
effectiveness data are given in either one or two dimensional
array tables• The example is a two-dimensional array table•
_L -- 111 _ II
_LL_ _y rOW identifies (i) the array table number (up to
I0 mav hp ]n_ T,7_e_ _ o_ .... _.. I= __I .........
(2) the origin of each table (coordinates of the lower left
element of the table; in the example the origin is row five
column one), (3) the size of the array (in the example there
are seven values of x and four values of y), (4) the identi-
fication number "5" of the orbital elements which affect ef-
fectiveness (in the example the elements are numbers I0 and
ii of the order listed in Figure 6-16), and (5) the inter-
polation option selected (linear or fourth-order Lagrange).
In the example the fourth-order Lagrange interpolation was
selected. The effectiveness values in the array table of
Figure 6-15 are given in rows one through four and columns
two through eight for each x-y coordinate.
Experimental payload/mission effectiveness data. The ex-
ample data given in Figure 6-16 were computed for an experi-
mental payload (designated MS-3) which was not ejected from
the vehicle (deployment Mode 0). Therefore, the mission
parameters and orbital elements were computed for launch
and ejection conditions of the primary payload° In the case
of propulsive deployment of an experimental payload, the in-
put values of A V and thrust angles are also given in the
output• The double asterisks identify the mission parameters
or orbital elements which were used to determine experiment
effectiveness factors and the absolute experiment effective-
ness. The value of normalized effectiveness is the ratio of
absolute/maximum effectiveness.
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MISSION EFFECTIVENESS ARRAY
EXPERIMENT MS- 3
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE EFFECTIVENESS 100.0 PERCENT
KEY TABLE ORIGIN SIZE ELEMENTS INTERP
NO. (X,YI IX)X(YI IX) (YI OPTION
I 5, I 7X 4 I0 II 2
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
I 2.00+00 7.10-01 8.64-01 8.80-01 8.90-01 8.q3-01 8.97-01 9.00-01
2 1.60+Oq 5.20-01 8.30,-01 8.90-01 9.10-01 9.20-01 9.27-01 9.30-01
3 1.20+00 2.40-01 5.30-01 R.40-01 9.50-01 9.68-0l 9.80-01 9.90-01
4 1.00÷00. 3.00-02 3.10-01 5.80-01 9.30-01 9.75-01 9.90-01 1.00+00
5 _. 1.49+C2 1.67+02 1.85+02 2.22+02 2.59+02 2.96+02 3.33÷02
6 6. O. O. O. 0. 0. 0. O.
7 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
8 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
9 C. O. C. O. O. O. C. O.
10 _. C. O. O. O. O. O. O.
11 O. C. n. O. O. O. O. O.
12 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
13 O. O. O. O. O. 8. O. O.
14 O. _. O. O. O. O. O. O.
15 _. O. O. O. O. O. 8. O.
15 O. (]. O. O. 0. O. 0,. O.
I? O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
18 8. O. 0. O. O. O. O. O.
19 C. O. O. O. O. O. O. G.
2O C. O. G. O. O. O. O. O.
21 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
22 O. O. O. O. O. 0. O. 0.
23 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
2_ O. O. O. O. O. 0. O. O.
25 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
Figure6-15SEPTER MODE 1. MISSION EFFECTIVENESSARRAY DATA
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EXPERIMENTAL PAYLOAD/MISSION EFFECTIVENESS
EXPERIMENT MS- 3
DEPLOYMENT PARAMETERS
MODE TIME
(SECI
0 604.77
THETA PHI DELTA V
(OEG) (DIG) (KMISEC)
-0. -O. -O.
MISSION PARAMETERS AND ORBITAL ELEMENTS
SEMIMAJOR AXIS = 6564°05
ECCENTRICITY = 0.0046
INCLINATION = 30.00
ARGUMENT OF PERIGEE = 80.78
TRUE ANOMALY = 2.01
TIME OF PERIGEE PASS. = 5263.36
•_E"Ire=,._ LATITUDE = Zg.b7
PERIOD = 5292.57
_ru_lCc _LI|IUUC ¢ Z[5.95
PERIGEE ALTITUDE = 155oB1
APOGEE/PERIGEE ALT. = 1,3q
LONG. OF NODAL PASS. = 200,38
TIME OF NODAL PASSAGE = 4083.44
INCLINATION TO TERM. = 140.59
SOLAR DECLINATION = 23.37
LAUNCH MONTH = 6
LAUNCH YEAR = I967
JULIAN DATE = 2439656.5
MISSION DURATION = I4.00
LAUNCH TIME = 9,00
KM
DEG
DEG
DEG
SEC
DEG
SEC
KM
KM
DEG
SEC
DEG
DEG
DAYS
HR
EFFECTIVENESS PARAMETERS
EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS
0.525
EXPERIMENT EFFECTIVENESS
ABSOLUTE
E
52,5
(PCT)
MAXIMUM
EMAX
lOO.O
NORMALIZED
E/EMAX
52.5
Figure 6-16 SEPTER- MODE 1: EXPERIMENTALPAYLOAD/MISS ION EFFECTIVENESS.MISS ION
PARAMETERS, AND ORBITAL ELEMENTS
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Experimental payload/vehicle compatibility• The example
data given in Figure 6-17 indicate the GO/NO-GO compati-
bility of the experimental payload MS-3 with complete _
vehicle or vehicle-zone dependent parameters• Warning-
type statements are given in the case of an availability
date/launch date incompatibility and electromagnetic in-
terference (EMI). Incompatibilities for these parameters
do not affect the final NO-GO decision for an experimental
payload. The acoustics and vibration data reflect the com-
puted mass penalties required in order to correct tolerance
deficiencies• These penalties affect the overall NO-GO and
final NO-GO decisions only if their masses are equal to or
greater than the mass of the susceptible components of the
experimental payload.
Experimental payload/cavity compatibility data. These data
indicate the GO/NO-GO compatibility for each cavity depen-
dent criterion. The overall decision for each criteria
group, e.g., environmental compatibility, is identified by
an asterisk• The overall decisions affect the final GO/NO-
GO decision• In the example given in Figure 6-18, the de_
ployment compatibility is only dependent on the deployment
mode. A deployment time compatibility is indicated in the
case of ejected experimental payloads. In the case of the
thermal parameters compatibility, only the applicable mis-
sion phases are given in the print-out• If an incompati-
bility is calculated, each thermal parameter is listed with
its corresponding GO/NO-GO decision• The geometric com-
patibility data are given for all specified alignments_ In
the example, no alignment was specified. Therefore, all six
possible alignments were tried for the example rectangular
parallelepiped. As noted, the final decision is GO for the
example experimental payload and specified cavity. Experi-
mental payload/cavity compatibility data are given for each
payload-cavity combination• The results calculated for an-
other example experimental payload and cavity are shown in
Figure 6-19. In this case the final decision is NO-GO be-
cause the experimental payload mass exceeds the structural
mass limit of the cavity.
Experimental payload/mission/vehicle compatibility summary.
The results given in the example output of Figure 6J20 sum-
marize the GO/NO-GO compatibility of one experimental pay-
load utilizing all available cavities• The compatibility
is given for each criterion• Those criteria that do not
affect the overall decision are listed in the top right of
the print-out. The value of the normalized experiment/
mission effectiveness is also given on the summary page of
output.
i00
LEXPERIMENTAL PAYLOAD/VEHICLE COMPATIBILITY
EXPERIMENT MS- 3
VEHICLE SA-207
AVAILABILITY DATE/LAUNCH DATE BUFFER = 160. DAYS GO
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE
POSSIBLE EXPERIMENT-VEHICLE INTERFERENCE ON FOLLOWING
BANDWIDTHS
9.90 TO I0,I0 MC
230.00 TO 305.00 MC
2050.00 TO 2300.00 MC
POSSIBLE VEHICLE-EXPERIMENT INTERFERENCE ON FOLLOWING
BANDWIDTHS
I0. _vu TO 10.50 MC
225.00 TO 2g5.00 MC
2200.00 T_ 2300.00 MC
ACOUSTICS-DATA
ACIVIB ZONE I
AC/VIB ZONE 2
MASS PENALTY REQUIRED = 0.9
MASS PENALTY REQUIRED = O,g
GO
GO
VIBRATIONS DATA
AC/VIB ZONE I
AC/VIB ZONE 2
MASS PENALTY REQUIRED : 5.5
MASS PENALTY REQUIRED = 9,2
GO
GO
Figure 6-17 SEPTER- MODE 1: EXPERIMENTALPAYLOAD/VEHICLE COMPATIBILITY
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EX_EqI_ENTAL PAYLOAD/CAVITY CONPATIfilLITY
FXPFRIMENT MS- 3
CAVITY l- I
DFPLqYMFNT COMPATIRILITY
MODE GO *
ENVIRqN_ENTAL COMPATIBILITY
THERMAL
PAD
LAtJNCH
DR@IT
ACOUSTIC CORRECTIVE MASS PENALTY OF O,q ADDED
VIBRATION CORRECTIVF MASS PENALTY OF 5,5 ADDED
OVERALL DECISION
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
MASS COMPATIBILITY
STRUCTURAL LIMIT = I000,0 TOTAL EXP,MASS= 160._ GO *
GEOMETRIC COMPATIBILITY
AVAIL .VflL .=|63966. REQ.V(IL. = 3750. PCT.USED=
STANDARD SHAPE--RECTANGULAR PARALLELEPIPED
L= 3.0 R= 10.0 V= 14.0
L= 3._ R= 14.0 V= 10.0
L= lO.O R= 3.0 V= I4.Q
L= l_,O R= 14.0 V= 3.0
L= 14.0 R= 3,0 V= lO,O
L= 14,0 R= lO,O V= 3.0
OVERALL DECISION
?,,3 GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO tw
FINAL * GO * DECISION
Figure 6-18 SEPTER - MODE 1: EXPERIMENTAL PAYLOAD/CAVITY COMPATIBILITY
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EXPERIMENTAL PAYLOAD/CAVITY COMPATIBILITY
EXPERIMENT MI- I
CAVITY 3- 6
DEPLOYMENT COMPATIBILITY
MODE
TIME
GO
GO
ENVIRDNMENTAL COMPATIBILITY
THERMAL
PAD GO
LAUNCH GO
ACOUSTIC CORRECTIVE MASS PENALTY OF 5.8 ADDED GO
VIBRATION CnRRECTEVE MASS PENALTY OF 35.0 ADDED GO
OVERALL DECISION GO
MASS COMPATIBILITY
STRUCTURAL LIMIT = lO00.O TOTAL EXP.MASS= I122.5 NOGO *
GFOMETRIC COMPATIBILITY
AVAIL.VOL.=I?IO3g. REQ.VOL.= 81200. PCT.USED= 47.5 GO
STANDARD SHAPE--RECTANGULAR PARALLELEPIPED
L= 44.0 R= 22.0 V= 31.0 GO
L= 44.0 R= 31,0 V= 22.0 NOGO
L = 22.0 R= 44,G V= 3[,0 NOGO
L= 22.0 R= 31.0 V= 44,0 NOGO
L= 31.O R= 44.0 V= 22,0 NOGO
L= 31.0 R= 22.0 V= 44.0 GO
OVERALL DECISION GO
FINAL * NOGO * DECISION
Figure 6-19 SEPTER- MODE h EXPERIMENTALPAYLOAD/CAVITY COMPATIBILITY
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E_ProI_FNTAL
CAVITY DFPL 9FPL
MAnF TIME
I- I GO NI_
i- ? G q NIA
1 - _ Gn N / A
2- I C_ _IA
2- _ Go N/A
2- _ Grt I,,JIA
2- 4 G r' r,;l&
2- 5 G__ N/A
2 - 6 S q N I A
2- 7 Gq K / ._,
3- I G_ N/A
_,- 2 G_} v,,,/ A
3- 4 G'" _IA
_- _ Gn NIA
-a_ _ GO _IA
3- 7 G n k/A
a- _ Gn NIA
- l r;'] N / A
I.- :' GO _'I A
4- "_ G'J N I A
4- /+ P,U N/A
q- I GP NIA
r, _ 2 GO N /
5- 3 gn NIA
5- 4 G n NIA
5- 5 gq K'/A
5- 5 G'! N/A
5- 7 GO NI&
t;- q Gr) N/A
_- 1 Gn NIA
_- 2 GN t.i/A
,',- 3 G'! NIA
6- 4 GTI NIA
_- g G'l Nt_
7- l G'-' NI
7- 2 GP, NIA
7- l Gq NIA
?- 4 c,q N/A
7- 5 Gq N/A
._ J, i,PAYLF_AFVMISSIONIVFHICLI- C[IMPATIRILIIY ¢1-' ,t:-
FXPERI._ENT MS- 31FLIGHT SA-2G?
rFrcrl IVF" F% '3 52.5 PFRCFNT &VATLARILIIY GI3
POSSIBLE EMI YES
FXPFRI 4ENTICAVITY
TI4ERMAL ACE}US V
COMPATIBIL ITY
IB MASS VOLUME GFOM OVERALL
ATTACH
(;O GO Gn GO GO GO GO
(;0 GO GO GO GO GO GO
GP GO GO Gq GO GO GO
GO GO GO GO GO GO SO
GO GO GU GO GO (;0 q{)
GR GO GO or} P,N GO ",'1_
GU GO GO GO G() GO GO
G() GO Gn GO GO Og GO
GO GO GO GO Gq GO C,Q
C,O So Go GO on r,n c,_)
Gu GO GO Gfl GO Gt., 3f]
GO St] GO GO GfI (;I.l CA
GO GO GO Gq SO Gf] Gn
GO GO GO GO GO GU GO
Gq GO GO Gn GO C,fl :;f_
G,l GA G{ _ Gn GO (;0 Gr'.
G{] Gf} GO Gn G O ,.,: ;;I
GO GO GO GO GO (,{) ',"
GO GO G,q Gn Gq _,13 :,_!
GO G{l GO GO G"-' ,;'i !;
GU GO Gf} GO Gr} C,O (;n
Or_ Of} GO GO GO GO ,;ll
NAGF! G_ Gn N{JGO GO Gr} N:l,,i,
NCJGO G[') GO GO NOGl) NfiGO INI)hQ
NOGO GO GO GO NOGO NOGU r,::_ :,',;
NO,GO GO GO GO GO GO t,,_i',_)
NOGO GI] GO GO GO GO hUGO
NOGD GO GO GO GO GO NOGO
NO GO GO GO GO GO 613 NI]GO
N_O,q Gq GO. C,O GO GO NOGO
NOGO GO GO NOGO NClGO NOGf} NOGQ
NOG r] Gr} GO NOGO GO GO NOG, n.
NOGQ GQ GO NOGO NflGO NCGO NOGO
NOGO GO GO NOGO GO GEl NOGO
NOGF_ C,O GO NOGO NOGO NOGO NOGO
NO G{-1 GO GO GO GO GO NOGr],
NOGQ GO GO GO GO GO NOGO
NOGO GO GO GO GO GO NOGC
NUG r} GO ' GO GO GO Gr) NOGO
NOGO Gll GO GO GO GO NOGO
Figure 6-20 SEPTER - MODE I: EXPERIMENTAL PAYLOAD/MISS ION/VEHICLE COMPATI BILITY SUMMARY
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6.3 MODE II OPERATION
Mode II analysis consists of the arrangement of multiple ex-
perimental payloads in the vehicle so that (i) a preferred order
(priority) loading is used in the arrangement according to extern-
ally prepared preference list(s), (2) no payload-vehicle or payload
cavity incompatibilities exist, (3) the payload mass capability of
the mission/vehicle is not exceeded, and (4) the_near-maximum number
of experimental payloads within the placement policy mechanics of
the program are placed aboard the vehicle from the preference list.
Mode II output, therefore, consists of an arrangement of experimental
payloads aboard the vehicle in the preferred order with no incompati-
bilities.
6.3.1 Libraries
In the Mode II operation, definition-type library data are sup-
_1 4_ _ _'- - --"
v .... =o =eart uL- u_ Mod_ i output. Inese data are largely the
same as those provided by th_ M@ee_/_T=N_oI_/D_ ..... D...I_.A _U ....
d -- -'J
teristics Library and the Experimental Payload Characteristics Library
for Mode I, (Subsection 6.2.1). In Mode II, however, some data are
deleted (e.g., mission characteristics) and other data are added as a
result of computations completed in the Mode I operation_ The addi-
tional library data which are of most significance for the Mode II
operation are those which specify the compatible cavities for each
experimental payload. Other additional data are the mass penalties
calculated as a result of acoustics vibration deficiencies for each
experimental payload°
6.3.2 External Analysis
The external analysis required for the Mode II operation con-
sists of compiling preference list(s). These lists are simply a
tabulation of experimental payload identifications in a preferred
order of loading in a given vehicle for a given mission. Although
the compatibility and effectiveness output data of Mode I are ob-
viously provided to assist the user in the formulation of preference
lists, any additional data or methods of establishing priority may
be used in arriving at a preference list. Several sets of preference
lists may be formulated for a given set of experiments.
6.3.3 Problem Input and Controls
Inputs for the operation of Mode II consist of library data,
problem data, and optional library overrides. The library data
(card deck) is generated as output from the Mode I operation and
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contains (I) the vehicle, cavity, and experimental payload descrip-
tion data obtained from the Mission/Vehicle/Primary Payload Charac-
teristics Library of Mode I and (2) computed compatibility data from
Mode I, i.e., the identification of all cavities with which an ex-
perimental payload is compatible (final GO decision), mass penalties
for acoustics and vibration tolerance deficiencies (if any), and any
library override data which may have been used in Mode I. Problem
data (card decks) consist of (I) the preference list which is prepared
by the user of the program in order to establish the desired order
(priority) in which experimental payloads are to be loaded aboard the
vehicle, (2) options for print-out and placement policy (based on mass
or volume), and (3) controls for placement policy iteration and cutoff.
Optional library overrides may also be specified, e.g., excess payload
capability and Mode I compatibility (including predetermined placements
for arbitrary experiments).
6.3.4 Multiple Payload Arrangement Logic
The purpose of the multiple payload arrangement analysis is to
determine the arrangements of payloads in cavities throughout the
vehicle in such a manner that no incompatibilities occur within any
cavity and that the payloads are loaded in a preferred order. Ar-
rangements which will allow the greatest number of payloads within
the overall mass and volume limits of the vehicle are the desired
result.
The arrangement analysis is an optimization problem, but opti-
mization methods (except for complete enumeration, which is not
feasible because of the extremely large number of possible arrange-
ments) are not readily applicable. Consideration of the problem
indicates that optimal arrangements will not usually be unique. This
conclusion is evident because the mass attachment limit for a cavity
divided by its available volume is generally a smaller number than
the densities of typical experiments. In addition, the sum of the
cavity mass attachment limits is usually greater than the payload
capability of the vehicle. This indicates that in loading the vehicle,
mass limits will be encountered prior to volume limits. It is further
implied that the maximum number of experiments which can be loaded will
depend more on the payload capability of the vehicle than on the avail-
able volume or arrangement of the payloads in the vehicle. Consequently,
an attempt to apply a true optimization process to the problem appears
to involve a degree of effort not justified by the results desired from
this study.
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In Figure 6-21, a basic outline of an alternate approach aimed
at satisfying all constraints and directly searching for one of the
non-unique "optimal" solutions or arrangements is shown. The method
consists of assuming that an arrangement can be found for the maximum
possible number (on the basis of overall mission/vehicle constraints)
of experimental payloads on the preference list. If an arrangement
cannot be found for this maximum number, an experimental payload is
dropped from the preference list, and the arrangement process is re-
peated. The approach is simple in concept, but its application is
complex. The overall concept of the multiple payload arrangement
logic, including the basic input requirements, the general placement
operations, and the basic output is shown in Figure 6-21. The input
requirements listed in Figure 6-21 are a summary of the problem input
and controls discussed in subsection 6.3.3. The Mode II output is
discussed in detail in subsection 6.3.5.
IN PUT:
1. PREFERENCE LIST
2. ARBITRARY PLACEMENT
OVERRIDES AND MODE I
OUTPUT OVERRIDES
3. PAYLOAD DATA
- MASS & VOLUME
- TOTAL HEAT & HEAT RATE
- COMPATIBLE CAVITIES
- ACOUSTICS/VIBRATION
MASS PENALTIES
4.CAVtTY DATA
- MASS & VOLUME LIMITS
- HEAT & HEAT RATE LIMITS
5. VEHICLE DATA
- EXCESS PAYLOAD CAPABILITY
- ZONAL MASS LIMITS
1
TERMINATE PREFERENCE LIST
ON TOTAL PAYLOAD MASS
OR VOLUME LIMITS
PLACE ARBITRARY PLACEMENT
PAYLOADS AND PAYLOADS
COMPATIBLE WITH ONLY ONE
CAVITY
REVISE COMPATIBILITY DATA
WITH CHECKS ON:
-TOTAL MASS - TOTAL VOLUME
-TOTAL HEAT- TOTAL HEAT RATE
PLACE REMAINING PAYLOADS USING
ITERATION ON PLACEMENT POLICY
BASED ON MOST EFFICIENT LOADING
OF EACH CAVITY WITH RESPECT TO
EITHER MASS OR VOLUME
l SHORTEN
PREFERENCE
LIST
NO SOLUTION
OUTPUT:
ARRANGEMENT OF PAYLOADS
ABOARD VEHICLE IN PREFERRED
ORDER WITH NO INCOMPATI-
BILITIES
Figure 6-21 MULTIPLE PAYLOAD ARRANGEMENTLOGIC
The initial operations in the computer program logic are those
performed to eliminate any incompatibilities in the experimental pay-
load preference list and to terminate the preference list on the
vehicle/mission total mass and volume limits. The arrangement logic
consists of multiple iterations. However, the general placement
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operations may be separated into two basic iteration procedures: (1)
the placement of experimental payloads which have no choice of loca-
tion (i.e., arbitrary, as determined by an override option or compati-
bility, determined by Mode I analyses), (2) the placement of pay]_;_i:
which have a choice of location, based upon an arbitrary set of r,z!,
for placement (placement policy) of experimental payloads. If no
solution is found in the second basic iteration, the preference Ii:.I
is shortened and the entire placement procedure is repeated.
6.3.4.1 Multiple Payload Arransement Placement Policy Logic
The flow of calculations and iterations of the multip1_, pn_ !
arrangement placement policy logic is shown in Figure 6-22. This
flow diagram is a more detailed illustration of the placement opern-
tions of the overall concept presented in Figure 6-21.
Experimental Payload/Cavity
Compatibility Lists
COMPATIBLE
EXPERIMENTAL
CAVITIES PAYLOADS
6 I 5 4 3 2
8 6 ]1
2 s 3 Bt21
11
ETC.
J ORDER CAVITY LIST AND COMPATIBILITY LISTS ]BY DECREASING VALUE OF M SS OR VOLUME
PLACE ALL EXPERIMENTAL PAYLOADSCOMPATIBLE WITH ONLY ONE CAVITY
UPDATE COMPATIBILITY LISTS
DROP L©4q!3/ PkK).!IT,
EXPERIMi!, _;TA[ PAY'., -_
FROM F_FI!:I_ :: _r ._TE _ "
#
PLACE LARGEST REMAINING COMPATIBLE _ REO4!DEF ' C;,. I; ,
EXPERIMENTALPAYLOADINCAVITY I'l I
UPDATE COMPATIBILITY LISTS _J _lk J
NO
(SUCCESSFUL ARRANGEMENT)
Figure 6-22 MULTI PLE PAYLOAD ARRANOEMENTPLACEMENTPOLl CY L061C
The initial operation performed in the placement policy logic is
to order (list) the available cavities by decreasing mass or volume
(depending upon the placement policy option selected). Compatible
experimental payloads for each cavity are similarly ordered. An ex-
ample listing of cavities and compatible experimental payloads is
given in Figure 6-22.
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After the ordering operation has been completed, experimental
payloads compatible with only one cavity are placed. In the example,
payload number seven is only compatible with cavity number one. The
placement of this payload may, however, revise the compatibility list
for cavity number one, i.e., some or all of the remaining payloads
(numbers 2, 4, 3 and 9) formerly compatible with cavity number one may
now be incompatible. Therefore, after every placement of a payload,
the compatibility lists are updated in the computer program, and the
iteration procedure which places payloads compatible with only one
cavity is iterated until all remaining payloads have a choice of loca-
tion.
The placement policy is applied to all experimental payloads
having a choice of location. The placement policy logic in the com-
puter program attempts to place in the largest remaining cavity the
largest experimental payload which is compatible with the cavity.
The term "largest" refers to either mass or volume (as applicable to
the placement policy option selected). The term "remaining" refers
_ __1_ _^_^_+_1 _..1^_ .._4 ^_ _ ...... _ _ .... 1 ---_ _._
cavities which have not been filled, at any point in the placement
computation. The placement policy is applied, as shown in Figure 6-22,
cavity-by-cavity in their listed order° If all experimental payloads
on the preference list are placed, the arrangement is successful and
the procedure is terminated. If any unplaced experimental payloads
remain, the cavity list is reordered by a circular permutation, i_e.,
cavity number one is placed at the bottom of the list. Iteration is
required in this search of possible arrangements because the placement
policy is arbitrary and is influenced by the order in which the cavities
are listed. The placement procedure is repeated, using the new order
of cavities, until either a successful arrangement is found or until
the arbitrary specified maximum number of reorderings has been exceeded.
At the point where the maximum number of reorderings has been ex-
ceeded, it is assumed that no solution will be found for the number of
experimental payloads remaining on the preference list. An arbitrary
number of reorderings is specified because in order to ensure that the
above assumption (no solution will be found) is true would require
trying the placement procedure on every possible permutation of the
cavity list combined with all possible sets of permutations of the
compatible experimental payload lists. Computation times for even
short lists are measured in centuries. Thus, only the cavity list is
reordered, and an arbitrary number of circular permutations is used
because it is convenient.
In the case where the maximum number of reorderings has been ex-
ceeded, the lowest priority experiment&l payload is dropped from the
preference list, and the entire placement procedure is terminated
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either when a successful arrangement (all remaining experimental pay-
loads on the preference list are placed) is found or when an arbitrary
specified maximum number of arrangement attempts has been made. The
maximum number of arrangement attempts are specified in order to allow
the user of the program to terminate a problem within a reasonable de-
sired computer running time.
6.3.5 Mode II Output
The output of Mode II is in the form of printed results consist-
ing of the following types and pages of data for each problem (unless
problem options specify otherwise)• Example results are given in the
figures indicated:
• Title page for Mode II, mission identification, and
library override input data (if any). The example
output given in Figure 6-23 identifies the mission
and vehicle, the launch date, and the excess payload
capability. The excess payload is that value speci-
fied in the library or an override value•
• Problem control and preference list data. Example
data are given in Figure 6_24_ All problem options
and controls must be specified: (i) the placement
policy (based on mass or volume), (2) the placement
policy iteration (number of times the cavity list is
reordered before an experimental payload is dropped
from the preference list, and (3) the placement policy
cutoff (maximum number of arrangements to be attempted
in the event that no arrangement solution is found prior
to the specified cutoff)• The example preference list
is the desired order of loading (priority) of 30 experi-
mental payloads aboard the vehicle•
• Identification of experimental payloads dropped from
the preference list. An example of this type of output
is given in Figure 6-25. In the example, experimental
payloads were dropped from the preference list because
they are incompatible with all cavities used in the
problem• However, experimental payloads may be dropped
for any of the following reasons: (I) an experimental
payload is not identified in the library, (2) an experi-
mental payload is incompatible with all cavities used,
(3) the mass of a single experimental payload exceeds the
excess payload capability of the mission/vehicle, (4) the
total mass or volume of all higher priority experimental
ii0
iP R O G R A H S E P T E R
SATURN EXPERIMENTAL PAYLOAD
TECHNICAL EVALUATION AND RATING
MODE I[
MU L T [ P L E E X P E R I M E N T
C O M P A T I B ] L [ T Y A N D A R R AN G E M E N T
ANALYSIS
FLIGHT SA-207
LAUNCH 15.0 JUN 1967
EXCESS PAYLOAD CAPABILITY |O00O.O LB
Figure 6-23 SEPTER- MODE Ih TITLEAND MISSION IDENTIFICATION DATA
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PREFERENCE LIST NUMBER |
THE PLACEMENT POLICY WILL BE BASED ON MASS, THE CAVITIES
WILL BE REORDERED 22 TIMES BEFORE THE PREFERENCE LIST IS SHORT-
ENED, A MAXIMUM OF 88 ARRANGEMENTS WILL BE ATTEMPTED, THE FOL-
LOWING IS THE PREFERRED ORDER OF PLACEMENT.
PREFERENCE EXPERIMENT
I SDT- l
2 SOT- 2
3 SOT- 3
4 SOT- 4
5 SDT- 5
6 MS- I
7 MS- 2
8 MS- 3
q MS- 4
I0 MS- 5
II MI- l
12 MI- 2
13 MI- 3
15 MI- 5
16 M- I
17 M- 2
i8 M- 3
19 M- 4
20 M- 5
21 OEA- l
22 OEA- 2
23 OEA- 3
24 OEA- 4
25 OEA- 5
26 SLG- l
27 SLG- 2
28 SLG- 3
29 SLG- 4
30 SLG- 5
Figure6-24 SEPTER -MODE II: PROBLEM CONTROL AND PREFERENCE LIST DATA
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:",;';_;i"_' [ .q%- I HAS BEEN DRNPPED FROM THE PREFERENCE LIST,
T',_iS ,_!xPERI_E_I IS NqT COMPATIBLE WITH ANY CAVITY.
Fxr::_['.'F.';T ,_I- I HAS REEN D_,QPPED FROM THE PREFERENCE LIST.
;'_IS _xPK_'I'::.*wT IS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH ANY CAVITY.
_!\o£<1_'f'_T YI- ] '_-tS BEFN 0ROPPED FRUM THE PREFERENCE LIST.
TH_S EXPDRIME__T IS NJT CD,_PATIBLE WITH ANY CAVITY.
ExP,;oI"E.'_T MI- 5 HAS PEEN DROPPED FROM IHE PREFERENCE LIST,
T_I5 FXP,;-_.!',E_'_T IS NOT C_MPATIBLE WITH ANY CAVITY.
_w,._F_i_,E';T nF,_- I H._ P_SN OPOPPED FROM THE PREFERENCE LIST,
THiS EXPER{'J, ENT IS _ iT COMPATIBLE WITH ANY CAVITY.
EXPERIMF-'_T SL6- i HAS BEEN DROPPED FROM THE PREFERENCE lIST.
I_,IS ExPt_IMENT IS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH ANY CAVITY.
ER,_RIMENT 3LG- 3 HAS BEEN DROPPED FROM THE PREFERENCE LIST,
THIS EXPERIMENT IS NOT _._MP^TI_*_ utTu .._!,-_,,.,-;.-.
EXPFRIHENT SLG- 4 HAS BEEN DR_J:',ED FROM THE PREFERENCE llS[.
THIS E_(PERIMENT IS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH ANY CAVITY.
Figure 6-25 SEPTER- MODE Ih IDENTIFICATION OF INCOMPATIBLE EXPERIMENTALPAYLOADS
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6.1
.
.
•
payloads exceeds the excess payload capability, or the
total volume of all cavities used, or the total mass
attachment limit for all cavities used, and (5) no
solution for an arrangement has been found for the
specified number of cavity reorderings.
Compatibility array data. Example data are given in
Figure 6-26. The experimental payload preference list
and the cavities with which each payload is compatible
or incompatible (as determined from the Mode I operation)
are shown in a compatibility array• The number and des-
ignation of cavities with which all of the listed experi-
mental payloads are incompatible are also given in the
output.
Description of multiple experimental payload arrange-
ments (by cavities). Example arrangement description
data are given in Figure 6-27° If the print-out indi-
cates that there are no unplaced experimental payloads,
the solution for an arrangement of all experimental pay-
loads on the preference list is successful. The data
given in Figure 6-27 are the identity of the experimental
payloads contained in each cavity; the total values of
mass, volume, and thermal parameters contained in each
cavity; and the remaining values. The structural group
to which each cavity is assigned is also identified.
Summary table of experimental payload arrangements. The
summary table may indicate successful or unsuccessful
arrangements. An example of a successful arrangement
(i.e., there are no unplaced experimental payloads re-
maining) is given in Figure 6-28. The experimental pay-
loads are listed according to their rank in the preference
list, and the cavity in which each experimental payload is
contained (if placed) is identified. Experimental payloads
that have not been placed and vacant cavities are also iden-
tified.
6.4 REFERENCES
Preliminary Definition of Saturn Instrument Unit and S-IVB
Support Capabilities for Extended Apollo Earth-Orbit Experiments,
NASA/MSFC Publication, 15 April 1965 (U)
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COMPATIBILITY ARRAY
THIS COMPATIBILITY ARRAY WILL BE USED IN DETERMINING PLACEMENTS
(XX CnMPAIIBLE O0 INCOMPATIBLE)
PREF EXP
! SDT- 1
2 SOT- 2
3 SDT- 3
4 SOT- 4
SOT- 5
t4S- 2
7 MS-
MS- 4
9 MS- 5
10 MI- 2
tl MI-
12 M- 1
13 M- 2
I4 M.- 3
15 M-- 4
17 0EA- 2
In OFA- 3
lq AEA- 4
20 OFA- 5
21 SLG- 2
22 SLG- 5
CAVITY ZONF AND NUMBER
t 1 I 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 ) ) 3 3 4 _ _
i 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 L 2 3 ¢
IlfJ O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O00q OF] O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 OO OF) O0 XX xx XX _'-,
xx XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX xx XX XX XX XX XX XX XX xx XX X_ XX </
xx XX XX O0 XX O000 O0 O0 O0 O0 XX O0 XX O0 XX O0 xx O0 O0 O0 C;
XX xx XX OO XX O000 O0 00 OO OO XX OO XX OO XX O0 XX XX X< XX x_
O0 O0 O0 O0 1'30 O0 O0 00 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O000 OO XX XX XX ,"3]
XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX OO XX XX XX XX XX XX xx
XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX X,_
xx xx XX XX x_( XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX xx XX XX XX XX XX /t
XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX OO XX XX XX XX X_( XX ;,(x
X_( XX XX XX /K XX XX OO O0 XX OO XX O0 XX OF) X_( O0 XX XX XX XX X/
XX XX XX OO XX O000 tOO 00 OO OO XX O0 XX OO XX Of) XX XX XX XX X_
XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX OO XX _(X XX XX XX XX X,_
XX XX XX O0 (30 OO OO OO 00 OO XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX xx XX XX XX
XX XX XX XX XX XX W_ _(X _(X ¥)f yw' ¥¥ Yv Yv vv vv vv vv KX XX XX ,_,X
Url OA O0 O0 OF) O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 OIJ O0 O0 XX XX XX X×
XX WY _f_ YY YY vv vv vv vv vv vv vv v_ v.e r_ _ ..-. ...............
OF) O0 Of) O0 O0 O000 (70 O0 O0 O0 O0-00 OO OU OO O0 (}(3 XX XX XX X,(
XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX OO XX XX XX O000 OO ,-)O
XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX OO XX OO XX OO XX OU XX O0 OO O0 _]
X;( XX XX XX XX XX XX OO O0 XX O0 XX 00 XX O0 XX OO XX XX XX XX XX
XX XX X_( OO OO OR OO OO O000 XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX O000 OO O0
XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX O0 XX XX XX XX XX XX XX
Z8 INCOMPATIBLE CAVITIES
5-I 5-2 5-3 5-4 5-5 5-6 5-7 5-8
6- 1 6- 2 6- 3 6- 4 6- 5 7- [ 7- 2 7- 3
7- 4 7- 5 7- 6 7- 7 7- 8 7- 9 7-10 7-11
T-12 7-L3 7-14 7-L5
Figure 6-26 SEPTER - MODE Ih COMPATIBILITY ARRAY-INCOMPATIBLE CAVITIES
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Figure6-27 SEPTER - MODE I h MULTI PLE EXPERIMENTAL PAYLOAD ARRANGEMENT DESCRI PTION
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MULTIPLE EXPERIMENTAL PAYLOAD ARRANGEMENT SUMMARY 5
( XX CONTAINED IN -- NOT CONTAINED IN O0 UNPLACED )
CAVITY /.ONE AND NUMBER
[ [ t 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 4
1 2 3 i 5 7 1 2 4. 6 8 [ 2
PRFF EXP
[ SOT- [ XX --
2 SOT- 2 XX
3 SOT- 3 xx
4 SDT- 4 -- XX
5 SDT- 5 XX
6 MS- 2 -- XX
7 MS- 3 XX
8 MS- 4 XX
q MS- 5 XX
IO MK- 2 XX
[1 MI- 4.. XX
12 M- I -- XX
I3 M- 2 XX
I4 M- _ XX
t5 M- 4 XX --
1A M- 5 X_
17 OFA- 2 XX
IQ _A-- I vv _
19 OEA- 4 XX
20 OEA- 5 XX ....
21 SLG- 2 XX
22 SLG-5 XX
37 VACANT CAVITIES
2-2 2-3 2-4. 2-6 3-3 3-5 3-7 4.-3
4.- 4. 5- I 5- 2 5- 3 5- 4 5- 5 5- b 5- 7
5-8 6-1 6-2 6-3 6-4. (5-5 7-1 7-2
7- 3 7- 4 7- 5 7- 6 7- 7 7- 8 7- 9 7-10
7-11 7-12 7-13 7-14 7-15
Figure 6-28 SEPTER- MODE I1. MULTIPLE EXPERIMENTALPAYLOAD ARRANGEMENTSUMMARY
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6°2
6.3
Saturn IB Payload Planner's Guide, Douglas Report SM-47010,
Missile and Space Systems Division, Huntington Beach,
California, March 1965 (U)
The Study of the Utilization of the Saturn IB Instrument Unit
to Support Space Experiments, ASTRAN Report 8-11301-AR, 3 November
1964 (U)
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
CAVITY DESCRIPTIONS
This appendix contains descriptive drawings and standard shapes
capacity curves for the 53 cavities defined in the Saturn In-Flight
Experimental Payload Study° The location of each of these cavities
is shown in Figure 3®3 in the body of the report° The dimensions
and orientation of the cavity are shown on the descriptive drawing°
In addition, the cavity location, effectivity, mass capacity, and
sphere capacity are also defined° The V_R, and L axes system is
used in defining the orientations of the cavities° The V axis is
generally parallel to the launch vehicle longitudinal axis, the R
axis is generally normal to the external contour of the vehicle,
and the L axis i_ qO _g__ _ _v_L_ +_^_=V and R ax_o
_ne capaclty ot the cavity to contain the standard geometrical
shapes, parallelepiped and cylinder, is shown in the standard shape
capacity curves° The capacity to contain parallelepipeds is defined
by curves of the R dimension versus the L dimension for various values
of the V dimension° The capacity to contain cylinders is defined by
curves in which the diameter D is a function of the length H for each
of three orientations: H parallel to the R,L_ and V axes°
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Figure A-4 STANDARD SHAPES CAPACITY - CAVITIES 2-I & 2-7
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FigureA-19 STANDARD SHAPES CAPACITY - CAVITY 3-8
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Figure A-23 STANDARD SHAPES CAPACITY - CAVITY 4-4
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Figure A-27 STANDARD SHAPES CAPACITY - CAVITY 5-2
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FigureA-28 STANDARD SHAPES CAPACITY - CAVITY 5-3
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Figure A-32 STANDARD SHAPES CAPACITY - CAVITY 5-5
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Figure A-35 STANDARD SHAPES CAPACITY - CAVITY 5-6
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Figure A-36 STANDARD SHAPESCAPACITY - CAVITY 5-7
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FigureA-40 STANDARD SHAPES CAPACITY - CAVITY 6-I
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APPENDIX B
EXPERIMENT EFFECTIVENESS DATA
This section contains orbital lifetime data and effectiveness
definitions generated during the experiment/mission effectiveness
analyses discussed in Section 5o
B ol ORBITAL LIFETIME DATA
Basic orbital lifetime data, generated for the maximum opera-
tional capability configuration of the SIVB/IU vehicle (ioe.,
Apollo payload separated, fairing_ d_ployed), _L---esLhown in _= o
B-Io In computing the ballistic coefficient of 58.6 kg/m 2 (12 ib/ft L)
for this configuration, a broadside spin of the vehicle was assumed.
The assumption of broadside spin yields conservative estimates of
orbital lifetime° General Dynamics computer Procedure F26, "Satel-
lite Vehicle Performance Program," was used to compute lifetimes of
short duration (less than a few days) by numerical integration of
the equations of motion° Lifetimes of longer duration were esti-
mated using the analytical approximations of King Hele (Reference
5.1). The 1959 ARDC Atmosphere was used in all orbital perturbation
analyses° Orbital lifetimes of deployed experiments were approxi-
mated by multiplying the lifetime data of Figure B-I by the ratio
of ballistic coefficients°
Ballistic coefficients of the deployed experiments (Deployment
Modes 3 and 4) were approximated for the representative experiment
configurations described in Volume IIo A summary of ballistic
coefficient approximations for the representative experiment con-
figurations is shown in Table B-I. The approximations were based
on either maximum, minimum, or average cross-sectional area, depend-
ing upon the expected flight orientation. Also included in Table B-I
is a ballistic parameter, M/V2/3, which was found to correlate with
the ballistic coefficient. This correlation led to the development
of the following ballistic coefficient prediction formulae:
= 173o 9
M
V2/3
- 17.39 (attitude controlled)
= 86.95
M
V2/3
- 8°695 (random tumbling)
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where
= ballistic coefficient
M = mass of experiment after deployment
V = volume of experiment after deployment.
These formulae can be used to obtain "first-pass" estimates of the
ballistic coefficients of amorphous experiments° Predicted and
computed ballistic coefficients for 23 experiments are compared in
Figure B®2.
Bo2 EXPERIMENT EFFECTIVENESS DEFINITIONS
Effectiveness definitions for 20 selected experiments (defined
in Volume II) are presented on the following pages° The data for
each experiment consist of three components: (i) basic effective-
ness definitions, (2) final effectiveness definitions, and (3)
completed effectiveness library work sheets°
The basic effectiveness definitions were formulated as functions
of the parameters which influence experiment effectiveness. They
were, for the most part, defined subjectively by the experimenter
and/or mission analyst after analysis of the data acquisition objec-
tives of the experiment° Final effectiveness definitions were ob-
tained by relating basic experiment effectiveness to one (or two)
of the initial orbital elements and mission parameters listed in
Table 5-2°
In some cases, the basic effectiveness of 'an experiment was
defined directly by the experimenter as a function of the initial
orbital elements and/or mission parameters and is, therefore, a
final effectiveness definition. The final effectiveness data for
each of the 20 experiments were entered into the Effectiveness
Library Work Sheets as described in Section 3.2 of Volume IV.
Utilization of the work sheets is a convenient intermediate step
for the transfer of final effectiveness definitions into the Ex-
perimental Payload Characteristics Library of SEPTERo
Illustrations of the effectiveness definitions and applicable
library work sheets are presented as Figures B-3 through B-73 in this
appendix. A cross reference of this material is provided in Table B-2o
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TABLEB-2
SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT EFFECTIVENESSDEFINITIONS AND WORK SHEETS
EXPERIMENT
CATEGORY
SDT
SDT
MS
MS
MI
NO. BASIC DEFINITIONS I
4 B-3, B-4_ B-5
5
3 B-II, B-12, B-13
4 B-16
i B-19
MI 2 B-19
SLG I B-28
SLG 2 B-31
SLG 4 B-28
SLG 5 B-36
M i B-39
M 2 B-42
M 3 B-45
M 4 B-48
M 5 B-51
OEA I B- 54
OEA 2 B- 59
OEA 3
OEA 4 B-67
OEA 5 B-19
FIGURE NUMBERS
FINAL DEFINITIONS
B-6_ B-7
B-9
B-14
B-17
B-20,B-21,B-22,
B-23,B-24,B-25
B-22,B-23,B-24,
B-25
B-29
B-32
B-34
B-37
B-40
B-43
B-46
B-49
B-52
B'I,B-55,B-56,B-57
B-60,B-61,B-62
B-64,B-65
B-68,B-69,B-70
B-72
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EXPERIMENT LIBRARY
WORK SHEETS
B-8
B-10
B-15
B-18
B-26
B-27
B-30
B-33
B-35
B-38
B-41
B-44
B-47
B-50
B-53
B-58
B-63
B-66
B-71
B-73
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Figure B-3 BASIC EFFECTIVENESSDEFINITION-I, EXPERIMENT: SDT-4
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Figure B-61 BASIC EFFECTIVENESSDEFINITION, EXPERIMENT: OEA-4
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